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Abstract
We present a unified theory for formal mathematical systems includ-
ing recursive systems closely related to formal grammars, including
the predicate calculus as well as a formal induction principle. We
introduce recursive systems generating the recursively enumerable re-
lations between lists of terms, the basic objects under consideration.
A recursive system consists of axioms, which are special quantifier-free
positive horn formulas, and of specific rules of inference. Its extension
to formal mathematical systems leads to a formal structural induction
with respect to the axioms of the underlying recursive system. This
approach provides some new representation theorems without using
artificial and difficult interpretation techniques. Within this frame
we will also derive versions of Go¨del’s First and Second Incomplete-
ness Theorems for a general class of axiomatized formal mathematical
systems.
0 Introduction
In this work we have developed a natural general frame for the formal lan-
guages usually studied in theoretical computer science including the predicate
calculus for completely formalized axiomatic theories. We present elemen-
tary proof theory for formal mathematical systems which are extensions of
recursive systems generating recursively enumerable relations between lists of
terms. The recursive systems are closely related to formal grammars, Post’s
production systems and rewriting systems, see for example the textbooks
of Hopcroft & Ullman [17] and Jantzen [18] and Post’s article [28]. Some
advantages of our approach are:
• The recursive systems can be studied by its own, independent on ques-
tions concerning mathematical logic.
• The recursive systems are directely embedded into formal mathematical
systems, i.e. the strings of the languages usually generated by formal
grammars or Post’s production systems are the basic objects of the first
order logic. Therefore one is neither forced to use the encoding of these
languages into a set of Go¨del numbers nor to use interpretations in
other formalized theories like PA or ZFC for formal languages dealing
with strings in order to study an important part of metamathematics.
This approach leads to a class of axiomatized mathematical systems
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with straightforward proofs of Go¨del’s First and Second Incompleteness
Theorems.
• The most common formal systems of mathematical logic are covered
by this approach, since the theory is developed for general restrictions
of the arguments in the formulas.
• The formal mathematical systems enable a formal induction principle
with respect to the axioms of the underlying recursive systems, which
generalizes the usual induction principle for integer numbers.
In Section 1 we introduce the recursive systems which are generalizations of
the so-called elementary formal systems studied in Smullyan [35]. The re-
cursive systems or elementary formal systems may be regarded as variants of
Post’s production systems introduced in [28], but they are better adapted for
use in mathematical logic and will enable us to generate in a simple way the
recursively enumerable relations between lists of terms over a finite alphabet,
using the R-axioms and the R-rules of inference introduced in Section 1. The
R-axioms of the recursive system are special quantifier-free positive horn for-
mulas, which play also an important role in logic programming. In addition,
the recursive system contains R-axioms for the use of equations. The R-
rules of inference provide the Modus Ponens Rule and a simple substitution
mechanism in order to obtain conclusions from the R-axioms. Resolution
strategies in order to find formal proofs for given formulas require an own
study, for details see Lloyd [20]. We present several examples and applica-
tions for recursive systems, ranging from the generation of natural numbers
to the simulation of formal grammars important in computer science and
linguistics.
In Section 2 we construct a universal recursive system which simulates any
other recursive system. Then we have not only recovered the methods which
were already developed by Church, Post and Smullyan in [4], [29], [35], but
will also use these results in Section 5 to obtain new representation theorems
and straightforward proofs of Go¨del’s First and Second Incompleteness Theo-
rems for a general class of axiomatized mathematical systems. We will also
obtain a complexity result for a special type of recursive systems and apply
it to the universal recursive system.
In Section 3 we embed a recursive system S into a formal mathematical
system M . This embedding is consistent in the sense that the R-axioms of
S will become special axioms of M and that the R-rules of inference will
be special rules of inference in M . The advantage of this embedding is that
we can develop considerable portions of the theory of formal mathematical
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systems directly in the underlying recursive systems, without using Go¨del
numbering and arithmetization. Due to the structure of this embedding
we choose the rules of inference for M as a variant of the classical Hilbert-
style instead of Gentzen-style rules for sequences of formulas, see [7] and [8].
The formulas of the mathematical system are written down in Polish prefix
notation, which simplifies the formal syntax.
The formal structural induction in the mathematical systems is performed
with respect to the axioms of the underlying recursive system. The formal
induction principle for the natural numbers is a special case, but it is also
possible to perform the structural induction for an arbitrary complicate con-
structive structure, for example the induction with respect to lists, terms,
formulas, and so on. A careful and extensive study of metamathematics by
using the arithmetic approach can be found in the textbook of Hajek and
Pudlak [15].
We define the formal mathematical systems with restrictions in the argument
lists in the formulas. The set of restricted argument lists contains the vari-
ables and is closed with respect to substitutions. With these definitions we
have covered the most common formal systems.
In Section 4 we obtain several results of elementary proof theory, for example
the Deduction Theorem, the generalization of new constants in formulas and
the formal proof by contradiction. Moreover, we prove the Z-Theorem as a
general result for the manipulation of lists of terms in the formulas of a formal
proof. As a by-product of the Z-Theorem we can characterize mathematical
systems with certain reduced structure, for example formal systems which
describe only relations between variables and constant symbols rather then
relations between lists of terms.
In Section 5 we give a simple proof for the consistency of special mathemati-
cal systems which are built up from the axioms of their underlying recursive
systems. This result is not sufficient to prove the consistency of other math-
ematical systems like PA, but we will state an interesting conjecture, namely
Conjecture (5.4), and will prove that it implies the consistency of PA and
of some other mathematical systems. Roughly speaking, Conjecture (5.4)
states that variable-free prime formulas provable in a mathematical system
M whose basis-axioms coincide with the basis R-axioms of the underlying
recursive system are already provable in this recursive system.
We close in Section 6 with an outlook concerning a possible future work in
logic. We hope that at some point in the future this theory may lead to a
cooperation and new applications in (computer) linguistics.
3
1 Definition of a recursive system S
(1.1) The symbols
Given are the following pairwise disjoint sets of symbols
(a) A finite set AS of constant symbols or operation symbols, which
may be empty.
(b) A finite set PS of predicate symbols, which may be empty.
(c) X := [x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; ... ], a denumerable, infinite alphabet of variable
symbols. If we restrict our study to recursive systems, we may also
replace X by a finite set.
(d) ER := [∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ], five symbols representing the equivalence (or
equality), the brackets, the comma and the implication arrow.
(1.2) (AS-)lists and sublists
(a) a ∈ AS and x ∈ X are lists.
(b) If λ is a list and f ∈ AS, then f(λ) is a list. λ is a sublist of f(λ).
(c) If λ and µ are lists, then also λµ. λ and µ are sublists of λµ.
(d) Any list λ is sublist of itself. If λ is sublist of λ′ and if λ′ is sublist of
λ′′, then λ is sublist of λ′′.
(1.3) Constants and operation terms (with respect to AS)
(a) a ∈ AS is a constant.
(b) If λ is a list and f ∈ AS, then f(λ) is an operation term.
Constants and operation terms will be called terms.
(1.4) Elementary (AS-)lists and (AS-)terms
Let λ be a list and t be a term. If λ, t are free from variables, then they are
called elementary list and elementary term, respectively.
Figure 1 illustrates the elementary list composed on the elementary terms
g, r, g, r(g(r)), g(rg(rg(rrr))), g(rr) and r(g(gg)) for AS = { g ; r }. The
solid lines are used for the symbol g and the dashed ones for the symbol r.
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Figure 1: The elementary list grgr(g(r))g(rg(rg(rrr)))g(rr)r(g(gg)).
(1.5) Prime R-formulas (with respect to AS and PS)
(a) Let λ and µ be lists. Then ∼ λ, µ is a prime R-formula, also called
equation. λ and µ are called argument lists of the equation.
(b) For p ∈ PS and lists λ1, λ2, ... and so on we define the prime R-formulas
p ; p λ1 ; p λ1, λ2 ; ... .
λ1, λ2,... are called argument lists of these prime R-formulas.
(1.6) Elementary prime R-formulas (with respect to AS and PS)
are prime R-formulas without variables.
(1.7) R-formulas and R-subformulas (with respect to AS and PS)
(a) Every prime R-formula is also an R-formula.
(b) Let F be a prime R-formula and G be an R-formula. Then → FG is
also an R-formula. F and G are R-subformulas of → FG.
(c) Every R-formula F is R-subformula of itself. If F is R-subformula of
F ′ and if F ′ is R-subformula of F ′′, then F is R-subformula of F ′′.
The last prime R-formula in an R-formula F is called the R-conclusion of F,
the other prime R-formulas in F are called the R-premises of F.
(1.8) Substitutions in R-formulas (with respect to AS and PS)
Let F be an R-formula, λ a list and x ∈ X . Then F λ
x
denotes the formula
which results from F by replacing everywhere in F the variable x by λ. We
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may also write SbF(F ;λ; x) instead of F λ
x
. If x /∈ var(F ), then F λ
x
= F .
(1.9) R-axioms of equality (with respect to AS and PS)
Let x, y, s ∈ X and λ, µ be any AS-lists. Then the following R-formulas are
R-axioms of equality
(a) ∼ x, x ; → ∼ x, y ∼ y, x ; → ∼ x, y → ∼ y, s ∼ x, s .
(b) → SbF(∼ λ, µ ; x ; y ) → ∼ x, y ∼ λ, µ .
Let p ∈ PS, n ≥ 1 and x1, y1, ..., xn, yn ∈ X . Then the following R-formula is
an R-axiom of equality
(c) → ∼ x1, y1 ... → ∼ xn, yn → p x1, ..., xn p y1, ..., yn.
(1.10) A recursive system S is given for fixed X by AS and PS and by a
finite list
BS := [F1 ; F2 ; ... ; Fs ]
of R-formulas F1, ..., Fs with respect to AS and PS, s ≥ 1, which are called
the basis R-axioms of the recursive system S which may be written as
S = [AS;PS;BS]. We will in addition permit that BS may be empty.
The R-axioms of the recursive system S are the R-axioms of equality and
the basis R-axioms.
(1.11) R-derivations, R-derivable R-formulas, rules of inference
An R-derivation in the recursive system S is a list [F1; ...;Fl] of R-formulas
F1, ..., Fl, including the empty list [ ], where the R-formulas F1, ..., Fl are called
the steps of the R-derivation, and is generated by the rules of inference
(a) Axiom Rule: The empty list [ ] is an R-derivation. If [Λ] is an R-
derivation and F an R-axiom, then F is R-derivable and [Λ; F ] is also
an R-derivation.
(b) Modus Ponens Rule: Let [Λ] be an R-derivation, F , G both R-formulas
and F , → F G both steps of [Λ]. Then G is R-derivable and [Λ; G] is
also an R-derivation.
(c) Substitution Rule: Let [Λ] be an R-derivation, F a step of [Λ], x a
variable and λ a list. Then F λ
x
is R-derivable and [Λ; F λ
x
] is also an
R-derivation.
The set of all R-formulas, which are R-derivable from S, is denoted by ΠR(S).
For [Λ] = [ ] we put [Λ; F ] = [F ].
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(1.12) Recursively enumerable relations
We fix a given recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS].
(a) Let p ∈ PS and n ≥ 0 be an integer number. With the given recursive
system S we define the n−ary recursively enumerable relation R p,n
between elementary AS−lists λ1, λ2, ..., λn as follows:
(λ1, λ2, ..., λn) ∈ R
p,n :⇔ p λ1, λ2, ..., λn is R-derivable in S.
The special case {} ∈ R p,0 for n = 0 means that p is R-derivable in S.
(b) The axioms of equality define an equivalence relation ≡ on the set of
elementary AS−lists λ1, λ2 as follows: λ1 ≡ λ2 if and only if ∼ λ1, λ2
is R-derivable in S. To the n−ary recursively enumerable relation R p,n
between the elementary AS−lists λ1, λ2, ..., λn in (a) there corresponds
a relation R p,n∼ between the equivalence classes 〈λ1〉, 〈λ2〉, ..., 〈λn〉 as
follows:
(〈λ1〉, 〈λ2〉, ..., 〈λn〉) ∈ R
p,n
∼ :⇔ (λ1, λ2, ..., λn) ∈ R
p,n .
The relation R p,n∼ is also called recursively enumerable.
Example 1: For given AS, PS, X and ✷ ∈ AS, x ∈ X we consider a recursive
system S which starts with the following two basis R-axioms:
(1) ∼ ✷x, x (2) ∼ x✷, x ...
Here the symbol ✷ denotes the empty list in the formal system and the two
axioms above ensure that ✷ has no effect regarding the concatenation of lists.
Therefore we can represent the empty list in any recursive system.
Example 2: With AS := [ a ; b ; f ] and PS := [W ] we define a recursive
system S by the following list of basis R-axioms, where x, y ∈ X are distinct
variables:
(1) W a
(2) W b
(3) → W x → W y W xy
(4) ∼ f(a), a
(5) ∼ f(b), b
(6) → W x → W y ∼ f(xy), f(y)f(x) .
The strings consisting on the symbols a and b are generated by the R-axioms
(1)-(3). They are indicated by the predicate symbol W , which is used only
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1-ary here, whereas f denotes the operation which reverses the order of such
a string. For example, ∼ f(abaab), baaba is R-derivable, and equations like
∼ f(abaab), f(aab)ba and R-formulas like W f(aab)ba are also R-derivable.
But expressions like → Wx ∼ f(f(x)), x are clearly not R-derivable,
whereas the latter R-formula will be provable in a mathematical system which
contains S as a recursive subsystem and which enables an induction principle
with respect to the recursively enumerable relations represented in S. These
mathematical systems will be defined in Section 3.
Example 3: With AS := [ a ; b ] and PS := [W ; C ] we define a recursive
system S by the following list of basis R-axioms, where x, y, z ∈ X are distinct
variables:
(1) W a
(2) W b
(3) → W x → W y W xy
(4) → W x → W y C x, y, xy
(5) → W x → W y → W z C x, y, z, xyz .
The strings consisting on the symbols a and b are generated in (1)-(3) as
before, using the predicate symbol W , whereas in (4) and (5) we have used
the predicate symbol C in order to represent the concatenation of two and
three of these strings, respectively. This example demonstrates that it is
possible to use the same predicate symbol, here C, in order to represent
different relations.
Example 4: With AS := [ a ] and PS := [N ; < ; + ; ∗ ] we define a recursive
system S by the following list of basis R-axioms, where x, y, z ∈ X are distinct
variables:
(1) N a
(2) → N x N xa
(3) → N x → N y < x, xy
(4) → N x → N y + x, y, xy
(5) → N y ∗ a, y, y
(6) → ∗ x, y, z ∗ xa, y, zy .
Here the positive integer numbers, indicated by the predicate symbol N , are
represented by a , aa , aaa , ... and so on. Let λ, µ, ν be (AS)-lists. Then
< λ, µ is R-derivable if and only if λ and µ represent positive integer numbers
and if the integer number represented by λ is smaller then the integer number
represented by µ. Moreover, + λ, µ, ν and ∗ λ, µ, ν are R-derivable if and only
if ν represents the positive integer number which is the sum and the product
of the two positive integer numbers represented by λ and µ, respectively.
Example 5: With AS := [ 0 ; 1 ; ✷ ; s ; + ; ∗] and PS := [N0 ; NL
✷
0 ] we
define a recursive system S by the following list of basis R-axioms, where
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x, y ∈ X are distinct variables:
(1) N0 0
(2) → N0 x N0 s(x)
(3) ∼ 1, s(0)
(4) NL✷0 ✷
(5) → N0 x NL
✷
0 x
(6) → NL✷0 x → NL
✷
0 y NL
✷
0 x y
(7) → NL✷0 x ∼ x✷, x
(8) → NL✷0 x ∼ ✷x, x
(9) ∼ +(✷), 0
(10) → NL✷0 x ∼ +(0 x),+(x)
(11) → N0 x → NL
✷
0 y ∼ +(s(x) y), s(+(x y))
(12) ∼ ∗(✷), 1
(13) → NL✷0 x ∼ ∗(0 x), 0
(14) → N0 x → NL
✷
0 y ∼ ∗(s(x) y),+(∗(x y) ∗ (y)) .
In this example let us define the elementary terms ti, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., by
the recursion t0 := 0 and ti+1 := s(ti). Here the non-negative integer
number i is represented by the set Ki of elementary terms t for which
∼ t, ti is R-derivable. For example, ∼ ∗(+(✷)s(s(0)✷)1), 0 is R-derivable,
i.e. ∗(+(✷)s(s(0)✷)1) ∈ K0. A member of Ki may be an arbitrary compli-
cate expression, but in principle a computing machine will be able to decide
whether any given elementary term belongs to Ki or not.
Axioms (4)-(8) represents the lists of non-negative integer numbers including
the empty list ✷, which are indicated by the predicate symbol NL✷0 , and
ensure that the empty list has no effect on the concatenation of lists. If λ
represents a list L of integers, then +(λ) in axioms (9)-(11) represents the
sum of all integer numbers in L, whereas ∗(λ) in axioms (12)-(14) stands for
the product of all integer numbers in L.
Example 6: Representation of a language accepted by a finite automaton
With AS := [ 0 ; 1 ], PS := [A ; B ; C ; D ] and x ∈ X we define a recursive
system S by the following complete list of basis R-axioms
(1) B 1 (2) D 0
(3) → Ax D x0 (4) → Ax B x1
(5) → B x C x0 (6) → B x Ax1
(7) → C x B x0 (8) → C x Dx1
(9) → Dx Ax0 (10) → Dx C x1
We now consider the finite automaton with the states A, B, C, D depicted in
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Figure 2, where A is the initial as well as the final state. A nonempty string
s = s1...sn of symbols s1, ..., sn ∈ { 0, 1} is called accepted by the finite
automaton if we can follow a path of length n in the graph of the automaton
which starts and ends at the point A and which follows a sequence of n
edges which are labeled by the symbols s1, ..., sn in the prescribed order. The
language accepted by the finite automaton consists on the set of all strings
accepted by this automaton, where we exclude for simplicity the empty string.
0
A B
D C
START
1
1
1
1
0 0
0
Figure 2: A finite automaton.
For a general formal definition of a finite automaton and the language ac-
cepted by this automaton see the textbook of Hopcroft and Ullman [17].
The finite automaton accepts exactly the nonempty strings λ over the al-
phabet [ 0 ; 1 ], for which the symbols 0 and 1 both occur an even number of
times in λ. This set of strings is also generated in S by the 1-ary predicate
A. Here the states of the finite automaton are the predicate symbols of the
corresponding recursive system.
The R-axioms (1)-(10) directly reflect the structure of the finite automaton.
In the same way, any other regular language without the empty string is ac-
cepted by a finite automaton, see [17], and represented by a recursive system
S such that all R-axioms of BS have the special form Aa or → B x C xb
with a, b ∈ AS, A,B,C ∈ PS and x ∈ X .
Example 7: Representation of a context-free language
For any finite alphabet Γ let Γ∗ be the set of strings in the alphabet Γ
including the empty string, whereas Γ+ denotes the set of strings in the
alphabet Γ without the empty word.
A context-free grammar is a quadruple G = (A, V,Π, v0), where
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(a) A is the finite set of terminal symbols ,
(b) V is the finite set of nonterminal symbols with A ∩ V = { } ,
(c) Π is a finite set of productions, which are strings of the form v → w1 ... wn
with v ∈ V and w1, ... wn ∈ A ∪ V , n ≥ 1. Here the symbol →, which
must not be confused with the implication arrow of a recursive system,
neither occurs in V nor in A.
(d) v0 ∈ V is a special symbol, called the starting symbol.
The G-derivable strings s ∈ (A ∪ V )+ are defined recursively by
(a) s = s1 ... sn is G-derivable for each production v0 → s1 ... sn ∈ Π ,
(b) if s = α v β with v ∈ V and α, β ∈ (A ∪ V )∗ is G-derivable and if
v → w ∈ Π, then s′ = αw β is also G-derivable.
The context-free language generated by G consists exactly of the G-derivable
strings s ∈ A+ without nonterminal symbols.
The standard definition also allows the derivation of empty strings, but this
would only cause technical complications in our case, whereas the main re-
sults about context-free grammars do not depend on this restriction.
Now we present an example. Define a context-free grammar G by V = {L },
i.e. v0 = L, and A = {a ; [ ; ] ; + ; ∗ }, and by the productions
(1) L → a
(2) L → [L]
(3) L → L+ L
(4) L → L ∗ L .
The context-free language generated by G can be represented by the following
recursive system S: Choose AS = A = {a ; [ ; ] ; + ; ∗ }, PS = {L}, and let
x, y ∈ X be distinct variables. The basis R-axioms of the recursive system S
are given by
(1) L a
(2) → L x L [x]
(3) → L x → L y L x+ y
(4) → L x → L y L x ∗ y .
Here the 1-ary predicate L represents the context-free language.
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It is well known that every context-free language (without the empty string)
can be generated by a grammar in the normal form of Chomsky, where all the
productions have of the special form v → a and v1 → v2 v3 with v, v1, v2, v3 ∈
V and a ∈ A.
One possible Chomsky-form of the grammar G given before is
GN = (AN , VN ,ΠN , L) with AN = {a ; [ ; ] ; + ; ∗ },
VN = {L ; Bra ; Ket ; P ; T ;BraL ; LP ; LT } and the productions ΠN
(1) L → a (2) Bra → [ (3) Ket → ]
(4) P → + (5) T → ∗
(6) BraL → Bra L (7) L → BraL Ket
(8) LP → L P (9) L → LP L
(10) LT → L T (11) L → LT L .
Then we can also replace the recursive system S by another recursive system
SN which is the counterpart of the grammar in Chomsky-form given before.
In order to do this we choose the symbols and the basis R-axioms of SN as
follows:
ASN = {a ; [ ; ] ; + ; ∗ }, PSN = {L ; Bra ; Ket ; P ; T ;BraL ; LP ; LT },
(1) L a (2) Bra [ (3) Ket ] (4) P + (5) T ∗
(6) → Bra x → L y BraL xy (7) → BraL x → Ket y L xy
(8) → L x → P y LP xy (9) → LP x → L y L xy
(10) → L x → T y LT xy (11) → LT x → L y L xy .
This example illustrates that every context-free language without the empty
string is represented by a recursive system S where all the basis R-axioms
have the special form Aa and → B x → C y D xy with a ∈ AS and
A,B,C,D ∈ PS and distinct variables x, y.
The restriction that x, y ∈ X must be distinct is essential, which can be seen
by representing the set of strings in the alphabet {a} of length 2n, n ≥ 0,
with the two basis R-axioms
La and → L x → L x L xx .
The language represented by the 1-ary L is not context-free, as can be seen
by applying the pumping lemma for context-free languages, see Bar-Hillel,
Perles and Shamir [1] (1961) and Wise [38] (1976).
Note that by using a grammar or a recursive system the languages in our
examples are generated in a quite nondeterministic way.
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Finally we mention that for the context-free languages and an important sub-
class, the deterministic context-free languages, one can define the so called
stack automata which are accepting these languages, see Chomsky [2] (1962),
Evey [6] (1963) and [17].
(1.13) Proposition, the avoidance of new symbols
Let S = [AS;PS;BS] be a recursive system and A ⊇ AS an extended set of
symbols such that SA = [A;PS;BS] is also a recursive system. We suppose
that AS is not empty and consider a mapping γ : A → AS with γ(a) = a
for all a ∈ AS. Then we can extend γ to a function γ¯, which assigns to each
R-list λ and R-formula F in SA a new R-list γ¯(λ) and a new R-formula γ¯(F )
in S by replacing simultaneously in λ and F all the symbols a ∈ A by γ(a).
If [Λ] = [F1; ...;Fl] is an R-derivation in SA, then [Λ]γ¯ = [γ¯(F1); ...; γ¯(Fl)]
is an R-derivation in S. Moreover, for all R-formulas F in S there holds
F ∈ ΠR(SA) if and only if F ∈ ΠR(S).
Proof: We first state the following properties of γ¯, which hold for all lists λ
and R-formulas F , G in SA and for all x ∈ X
(i) γ¯(F ) = F , if F ∈ BS ,
(ii) γ¯(→ F G) = → γ¯(F ) γ¯(G) .
(iii) γ¯(F λ
x
) = γ¯(F ) γ¯(λ)
x
,
Then we employ induction with respect to the rules of inference in (1.11).
For Rule (a) we use (i),(ii),(iii), for Rule (b) we use (ii) and for Rule (c) we
use (iii).
(1.14) Theorem, the avoidance of equations
Let S = [AS;PS;BS] be a recursive system and [Λ] an R-derivation in S.
(a) Suppose that the R-formulas of BS do not contain an equation as an
R-subformula. Let [Λˆ] result from [Λ] by removing all the steps from
[Λ] which contain an equation as an R-subformula and by removing all
the steps of the form → F F from [Λ], where F is a prime R-formula.
Then [Λˆ] is again an R-derivation in S.
(b) Let ∼∗ be a new predicate symbol, which replaces the symbol ∼ and
which is not present in the other set of symbols. Put P ∗S = PS ∪ {∼
∗}
and let F ∗ result from any R-formula F by replacing everywhere in F
the symbol ∼ by ∼∗. Now we construct from BS another finite set B
∗
S
of basis R-axioms without equations as R-subformulas as follows, where
x, y, s, t and x1, ..., xn, y1, ..., yn are distinct variables, respectively.
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(i) F ∗ ∈ B∗S for all F ∈ BS,
(ii) ∼∗ x, x ∈ B∗S,
(iii) → ∼∗ x, y ∼∗ y, x ∈ B∗S,
(iv) → ∼∗ x, y → ∼∗ y, s ∼∗ x, s ∈ B∗S,
(v) → ∼∗ f(x), f(x) → ∼∗ x, y ∼∗ f(x), f(y) ∈ B∗S , f ∈ AS,
(vi) → ∼∗ xs, xs → ∼∗ s, t ∼∗ xs, xt ∈ B∗S,
(vii) → ∼∗ xs, xt → ∼∗ x, y ∼∗ xs, yt ∈ B∗S,
(viii) → ∼∗ x1, y1 ... → ∼
∗ xn, yn → p x1, ..., xn p y1, ..., yn ∈ B
∗
S
for all p ∈ PS and all n ≥ 1 for which p occurs as a n-ary
prime R-subformula in BS.
Let S∗ = [AS;P
∗
S ;B
∗
S] be the recursive system with the basis R-axioms given
in (i)-(viii), which do not contain any equation as an R-subformula. Let
n ≥ 0, p ∈ PS and let λ, µ, λ1,...,λn be any (AS)-lists.
Then p λ1, ..., λn is R-derivable in S if and only if it is R-derivable in S
∗, and
∼ λ, µ is R-derivable in S if and only if ∼∗ λ, µ is R-derivable in S∗.
Remark: p λ1, ..., λn means p for n = 0.
Proof: (a) Since the only R-axioms of S which contain an equation as an
R-subformula are given by (1.9), we conclude by a closer look at these
R-axioms that the only R-derivable equations must have the form ∼ λ, λ.
Therefore in addition to the R-formulas containing equations the R-formulas
→ p λ1, ..., λn p λ1, ..., λn occurring from (1.9)(c) after applying several times
the rules (1.11)(b,c) must be removed from an R-derivative in S. A basis
R-axiom of the form → F F , F any prime R-formula, is also superfluous
and can be removed from an R-derivation in S.
(b) Let [Λ∗] be an R-derivation of p λ1, ..., λn or ∼
∗ λ, µ in S∗, respectively.
Using (a) we can suppose without loss of generality that [Λ∗] does not contain
the symbol ∼. Then we can replace everywhere in [Λ∗] the symbol ∼∗ by ∼ in
order to obtain an R-derivation [Λ] for p λ1, ..., λn or ∼ λ, µ in S, respectively.
Now let [Λ] be any R-derivation of p λ1, ..., λn or ∼ λ, µ in S, respectively.
First we cancel all R-formulas F in [Λ] which contain any R-subformula
q λ1, ..., λm with q ∈ PS for which q does not occur m-ary as a prime R-
subformula in BS. These R-formulas originating from the axioms (1.9)(c)
are clearly not prime R-formulas, so that p λ1, ..., λn and ∼ λ, µ will not
be canceled by this procedure, and we obtain a new R-derivation [Λˆ] in
S. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the R-axiom (1.9)(b)
is only used in [Λˆ] for the special cases ∼ λ, µ =∼ f(x), f(y), ∼ λ, µ =
xs, xt and ∼ λ, µ = xs, yt, where f ∈ AS and x, y, s, t ∈ X are distinct
variables. Replacing then everywhere in [Λˆ] the symbol ∼ by ∼∗ we obtain
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the corresponding R-derivation for p λ1, ..., λn or ∼
∗ λ, µ in S∗, respectively.
2 A universal recursive system
In this section we construct a universal recursive system which simulates any
other recursive system. We prove a theorem which is due to Smullyan [35]
and which turns out to be a version of Go¨dels first Incompleteness Theorem.
We derive a complexity result for a special type of recursive systems and
apply it to the universal recursive system.
(2.1) Encoding of the recursive systems
Let S = [AS;PS;BS] be any recursive system. Here we suppose that AS, PS
and X are lists of symbols, i.e. they are ordered according to
(a) AS = [a1 ; a2 ; ...; ak ] for the constants and operation symbols,
(b) PS = [p1 ; p2 ; ...; pl ] for the predicate symbols,
(c) X = [x1 ; x2 ; x3 ; ... ] for the variable symbols.
Next we define the alphabet A11 := [ a ; v ; p ; ✷ ;
′ ; ∗ ; ∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ]
in order to encode the recursive system S as follows, where k, l are non-
negative integer numbers which may be zero:
(d) The symbols of AS are replaced by a
′ ; a′′ ; a′′′ ; ...; a(k).
(e) The symbols of PS are replaced by p
′ ; p′′ ; p′′′ ; ...; p(l).
(f) The variables of X in F are replaced by v′ ; v′′ ; v′′′ ; ..., respectively.
(g) The symbols of ER = [∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ] in F are replaced by
∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → , respectively.
(h) Let A+11 be the set of all finite nonempty strings with respect to the
alphabet A11. Then to every R-formula F of S there corresponds ex-
actly one string F˜ ∈ A+11 which results from F if the symbols in F are
replaced according to (d)-(g). Therefore we need only the finite alpha-
bet A11 of symbols in order to encode all R-formulas of any recursive
system S.
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(i) We suppose that the basis R-axioms in BS are ordered according to
BS = [F1 ; F2 ; ...; Fm] , where m may be zero. We encode the recursive
system S by defining the corresponding R-basis string S˜ according to
S˜ = u ∗ w ∗ F˜1 ∗ F˜2 ∗ ... ∗ F˜m∗
If m = 0, then S˜ = u ∗ w ∗ ✷ ∗ . Here u, w ∈ {✷ ; ′ ; ′′ ; ... } are strings
which recover the finite alphabets AS and PS. If k = 0, i.e. AS is empty,
then u = ✷, otherwise u consists on a string of k = |AS| accents. If
l = 0, i.e. PS is empty, then w = ✷, otherwise w consists on a string of
l = |PS| accents. Note that the knowledge of S˜ ∈ A
+
11 allows a complete
reconstruction of the original recursive system S.
Example 1: We define the recursive system S by AS = [ a, b ], PS = [ p, q ] and
the three basis R-axioms for distinct variables x, y
(1) p a, ab (2) → p x, y p xa, yab (3) → p x, y q y .
If we put x = x1 and y = x2, then the encoding of S gives the R-basis string
S˜ =′′ ∗′′ ∗ p′a′ , a′a′′ ∗ → p′v′ , v′′p′v′a′ , v′′a′a′′ ∗ → p′v′ , v′′p′′v′′∗ .
(2.2) The universal recursive system S11
The constants and operation symbols of S11 are given by the alphabet A11.
The symbols x, y, u, w, z, r, t, s denote distinct variables and the predicate
symbols of S11 are included in the list of basis R-axioms of S11 given by
(1a) Acc ′
(1b) → Acc x Acc x′
(2a) N0✷
(2b) → Acc x N0 x
Acc x means that x is a nonempty string consisting only of accents, whereas
N0 x means that x ∈ {✷ ;
′ ; ′′ ; ...} represents a non-negative integer number.
(3) → Acc x → Acc y < x, xy
(4a) → Acc x ≤ x, x
(4b) → < x, y ≤ x, y
(5) → ≤ x, u As ax, u
(6) → ≤ x, w Ps px, w
(7) → Acc x V vx
From now on u and w represent the non-negative integer numbers |AS| ≥ 0
and |PS| ≥ 0, respectively. As ax, u means that ax represents a constant
symbol in AS and Ps px, w that px represents a predicate symbol in PS .
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V vx means that vx represents the variable symbol xi, where x consists on
i ≥ 1 accents.
(8a) → As x, u Lx, u
(8b) → V x → N0 u Lx, u
(8c) → As x, u → Ly, u Lx ( y ) , u
(8d) → Lx, u → Ly, u Lxy, u
Lx, u means that x represents a list (with respect to AS).
(9a) → As x, u ELx, u
(9b) → As x, u → ELy, u ELx ( y ) , u
(9c) → ELx, u → ELy, u ELxy, u
ELx, u means that x represents an elementary list (with respect to AS).
(10a) → Lx, u LLx, u
(10b) → LLx, u → Ly, u LLx , y, u
LLx, u means that x represents a finite sequence of lists which are separated
by the underlined comma.
(11) → N0w → Lx, u → Ly, u Eq ∼x , y, u, w
(12a) → Eq x, u, w PRF x, u, w
(12b) → Ps x, w → N0 u PRF x, u, w
(12c) → Ps x, w → LLy, u PRF xy, u, w
Eq x, u, w and PRF x, u, w means that x represents an equation and a prime
R-formula, respectively.
(13a) → ELx, u ELLx, u
(13b) → ELLx, u → ELy, u ELLx , y, u
ELLx, u means that x represents a finite sequence of elementary lists which
are separated by the underlined comma.
(14a) → N0w → ELx, u → ELy, u EPRF ∼x , y, u, w
(14b) → Ps x, w → N0 u EPRF x, u, w
(14c) → Ps x, w → ELLy, u EPRF xy, u, w
EPRF x, u, w means that x represents an elementary prime R-formula.
(15a) → PRF x, u, w RF x, u, w
(15b) → PRF x, u, w → RF y, u, w RF →xy, u, w
RF x, u, w means that x represents an R-formula.
(16a) → < x, y V V vx, vy
(16b) → < x, y V V vy, vx
V V x, y means that x and y represent two different variables.
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(17a) → As x, u → V z → L r, u SbLx, r, z, x, u
(17b) → V x → L r, u SbLx, r, x, r, u
(17c) → V V x, z → L r, u SbLx, r, z, x, u
(17d) → As x, u → SbL y, r, z, t, u SbLx ( y ) , r, z, x ( t ) , u
(17e) → SbLx, r, z, s, u → SbL y, r, z, t, u SbLxy, r, z, st, u
SbLx, r, z, s, u means that s represents the list which results from the list
represented by x after the substitution of the variable represented by z by
the list represented by r.
(18a) → SbLx, r, z, s, u SbLLx, r, z, s, u
(18b) → SbLLx, r, z, s, u → SbL y, r, z, t, u SbLLx , y, r, z, s , t, u
SbLLx, r, z, s, u is the generalization of SbLx, r, z, s, u for finite sequences of
lists separated by the underlined comma, which are represented here by x
and s, whereas r represents a list as before.
(19a) → N0w → SbLx, r, z, s, u → SbL y, r, z, t, u
SbPRF ∼x , y, r, z, ∼ s , t, u, w
(19b) → Ps x, w → V z → L r, u SbPRF x, r, z, x, u, w
(19c) → Ps x, w → SbLL y, r, z, t, u SbPRF xy, r, z, xt, u, w
SbPRF x, r, z, s, u, w means that s represents the prime R-formula which
results from the prime R-formula represented by x after the substitution of
the variable represented by z by the list represented by r.
(20a) → SbPRF x, r, z, s, u, w SbRF x, r, z, s, u, w
(20b) → SbPRF x, r, z, s, u, w → SbRF y, r, z, t, u, w
SbRF →xy, r, z, → st, u, w
SbRF x, r, z, s, u, w means that s represents the R-formula which results from
the R-formula represented by x after the substitution of the variable repre-
sented by z by the list represented by r.
(21a) → RF x, u, w SbRF x, x, u, w
(21b) → SbRF xz, s, z, rs, u, w SbRF xz, rs, u, w
(21c) → SbRF xzy, s, z, rst, u, w SbRF xzy, rst, u, w
SbRF x, s, u, w means that there is a variable represented by z and a list
represented by r such that SbRF x, r, z, s, u, w is R-derivable.
(22a) → V x → V y AP → ∼x , y, x, y
(22b) → V x → V y → AP r, s, t AP → ∼x , yr, x , s, y , t
AP is an auxiliary predicate needed for the representation of the equality
axioms of the form (1.9)(c).
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(23a) → N0 u → N0 w → V x EqAx ∼x , x, u, w
(23b) → N0 u → N0 w → V x → V y EqAx → ∼x , y ∼ y , x, u, w
(23c) → N0 u → N0 w → V x → V y → V s
EqAx → ∼x , y → ∼ y , s ∼x , s, u, w
(23d) → V x → V y → Eq z, u, w → SbPRF z, x, y, s, u, w
EqAx → s → ∼x , y z, u, w
(23e) → AP r, s, t → Ps z, w → N0 u EqAx r→ zszt, u, w
EqAx x, u, w means that x represents an axiom of equality.
(24a) → RF x, u, w RBasis+ u ∗ w ∗ x∗
(24b) → RF x, u, w → RBasis+ u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ RBasis+ u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ x∗
RBasis+ x means that x is an R-basis string with |BS| ≥ 1.
(25a) RBasis u ∗ w ∗✷∗
(25b) → RBasis+ x RBasis x
RBasis x means that x is an R-basis string including |BS| = 0.
(26a) → RF x, u, w BRAu ∗ w ∗ x∗, x
(26b) → RF x, u, w → RBasis+ u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ BRAu ∗ w ∗ s ∗ x∗, x
(26c) → RF x, u, w → BRAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, y BRAu ∗ w ∗ s ∗ x∗, y
BRAx, y means that x is an R-basis string and that y represents a basis
R-axiom of the recursive system determined by x. Then |BS| ≥ 1.
(27a) → EqAxx, u, w → RBasis u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ RAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, x
(27b) → BRAx, y RAx, y
RAx, y means that x is an R-basis string and that y represents an R-axiom
of the recursive system determined by x.
(28) → PRF x, u, w → RAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, x PRAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, x
PRAx, y means that x is an R-basis string and that y represents a prime
R-axiom of the recursive system determined by x.
(29a) → N0 u → N0 w → RAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, x D
+
s u ∗ w ∗ x∗, u ∗ w ∗ s∗
(29b) → D+s u ∗ w ∗ t∗, u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ → RAu ∗ w ∗ s∗, x
D+s u ∗ w ∗ t ∗ x∗, u ∗ w ∗ s∗
(29c) → D+s x→ rsz, t → RAx→ rsz, → rs → PRAx→ rsz, r
D+s x→ rszs∗, t
(29d) → D+s u ∗ wxyz, t → RAu ∗ wxyz, y → SbRF y, s, u, w
D+s u ∗ wxyzs∗, t
D+s x, y means that x represents a non empty R-derivation in the recursive
system given by the R-basis string y.
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(30a) → N0 u → N0 w → RBasis u ∗ w ∗ s ∗ Ds u ∗ w ∗✷∗, u ∗ w ∗ s∗
(30b) → D+s x, y Ds x, y
Ds x, y means that x represents an R-derivation (which may be empty) in
the recursive system given by the R-basis string y.
(31) → EPRF x, u, w → BRA t, x → Ds t, y Ωs yx
In this context Ωs yx means that x represents an elementary prime R-formula
which is R-derivable in the recursive system given by the R-basis string y.
(2.3) Definition of S11-statements and S11-theorems
z = yx with x, y ∈ A+11 is called S11-statement if and only if y is an R-basis
string which represents a recursive system S and x represents an elementary
prime R-formula, not necessary in S. If in addition Ωs yx is R-derivable in
S11, then z is called S11-theorem.
Note that z is not an R-basis string since the last symbol in z is not the ”*”.
The S11-statement z = yx is called n-ary, n ≥ 0, if the elementary prime
R-formula represented by x is n-ary.
(2.4) Definition of S11-predicates
If y is an R-basis string which represents a recursive system S and if q
represents a predicate symbol, not necessary in S, then P = yq is called
S11-predicate. If ELLs, u is R-derivable in S11 for some s, u ∈ A
+
11, then
it is easy to check that Ps = yqs is an S11-statement. We say that s satisfies
the S11-predicate P if in addition Ωs Ps is R-derivable in S11. In this case
Ps = yqs is an S11-theorem.
Example 2: The A11-string
P = ′′ ∗′ ∗p′a′ , a′ ( a′′ ) ∗ p′a′a′′ ∗ → p′v′p′v′a′a′′ ∗ p′
is an S11-predicate which is satisfied by the elementary lists
a′a′′, a′a′′a′a′′, a′a′′a′a′′a′a′′, ... and so on,
and therefore we obtain the following 1-ary S11-theorems:
P a′a′′, P a′a′′a′a′′, P a′a′′a′a′′a′a′′, ... .
Moreover the string s = a′ , a′ ( a′′ ) satisfies the S11-predicate P and gives
the 2-ary S11-theorem
′′ ∗′ ∗p′a′ , a′ ( a′′ ) ∗ p′a′a′′ ∗ → p′v′p′v′a′a′′ ∗ p′a′ , a′ ( a′′ ) .
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On the other hand, for s = a′′′ the A11-string Ps is an S11-statement, but
not an S11-theorem.
(2.5) The diagonalization of S11-predicates
There is a very simple method in order to generate a so called self-referential
S11-statement. We first define the mapping g11 : A
+
11 → A
+
11 by
g11(a) = a
′ g11(v) = a
′′ g11(p) = a
′′′
g11(✷) = a
′′′′ g11(
′) = a′′′′′ g11(∗) = a
′′′′′′
g11(∼ ) = a
′′′′′′′ g11( ( ) = a
′′′′′′′′ g11( ) ) = a
′′′′′′′′′
g11( , ) = a
′′′′′′′′′′ g11(→ ) = a
′′′′′′′′′′′ g11(xy) = g11(x)g11(y) .
Then the diagonalization of any S11-predicate P is given by
Diag(P ) = P g11(P ). Note that Diag(P ) is an S11-statement.
Example 3: The A11-string P =
′′′′′′′′′′′ ∗′ ∗p′v′ ∗ p′ is an S11-predicate which
represents any list in an alphabet consisting on 11 symbols, and therefore we
conclude that its diagonalization is an S11-theorem:
Diag(P ) = ′′′′′′′′′′′ ∗′ ∗p′v′ ∗ p′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′
a′′′′′′a′′′′′a′′′′′′a′′′a′′′′′a′′a′′′′′a′′′′′′a′′′a′′′′′ .
(2.6) A version of Go¨del’s First Incompleteness Theorem
Let B
(1)
s be the set of all 1-ary S11-statements and Ω
(1)
s the set of all 1-ary
S11-theorems. Then B
(1)
s and Ω
(1)
s are recursively enumerable, but not the
complement Ω
(1)
s = B
(1)
s \ Ω
(1)
s .
Proof:
In order to see that B
(1)
s and Ω
(1)
s are recursively enumerable, we extend S11
by the predicate symbols ”B
(1)
s ” and ”Ω
(1)
s ” and add the two basis R-axioms
→ RBasis x → Ps y, w → ELz, u B
(1)
s xyz
→ B
(1)
s x → Ωs x Ω
(1)
s x
To use the same notation for the sets and the corresponding predicate symbols
will not lead to confusions.
We assume that the set Ω
(1)
s is recursively enumerable. Then due to Theorem
(1.14) there is a recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] which represents Ω
(1)
s such
that no equation is involved in BS. Let the symbols of AS, PS and BS be
given in a fixed order. Since AS must contain the symbols of A11 due to
our assumption that Ω
(1)
s is represented in S, we can suppose without loss of
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generality that AS starts with the alphabet A11 in the prescribed order given
for A11.
The predicate symbol representing Ω
(1)
s in S may also be denoted by ”Ω
(1)
s ”.
Moreover we extend PS by the two new symbols ”G11” and ”Ω
(1)#
s ” to a new
alphabet P#S and we extend BS to a new list B
#
S of basis R-axioms by adding
the following R-axioms to BS for distinct x, y, r, s ∈ X
(1) G11 a, a
′ (2) G11 v, a
′′ (3) G11 p, a
′′′
(4) G11✷, a
′′′′ (5) G11
′, a′′′′′ (6) G11 ∗, a
′′′′′′
(7) G11 ∼ , a
′′′′′′′ (8) G11 ( , a
′′′′′′′′ (9) G11 ) , a
′′′′′′′′′
(10) G11 , , a
′′′′′′′′′′ (11) G11 → , a
′′′′′′′′′′′
(12) → G11 x, r → G11 y, s G11 xy, rs
(13) → G11 x, y → Ω
(1)
s xy Ω
(1)#
s x .
There results an extended recursive system S# = [AS;P
#
S ;B
#
S ].
The relation G11 λ, µ generated by the R-axioms (1)-(12) is satisfied if and
only if there hold λ, µ ∈ A+11 and µ = g11(λ). Moreover, Ω
(1)#
s λ is R-derivable
in S# if and only if λ ∈ A+11 and Diag(λ) = λg11(λ) ∈ Ω
(1)
s . We write
λ ∈ Ω
(1)#
s in order to express that Ω
(1)#
s λ is R-derivable in S
#.
These representation properties are guaranteed since the equations are ex-
cluded from B#S and since the symbols G11,Ω
(1)#
s ∈ P
#
S are not in PS.
By forming the R-basis string for the recursive system S# we can construct
the S11-predicate P corresponding to the set Ω
(1)#
s represented in S
#. Since
the alphabet AS of S
# starts with the alphabet A11, we obtain for all λ ∈ A
+
11
λ ∈ Ω
(1)#
s ⇔ P g11(λ) ∈ Ω
(1)
s .
If we put λ = P ∈ A+11, then
P ∈ Ω
(1)#
s ⇔ P g11(P ) ∈ Ω
(1)
s .
This equivalence contradicts the construction of P being the S11-predicate of
Ω
(1)#
s , i.e. P should satisfy the equivalence
P ∈ Ω
(1)#
s ⇔ P g11(P ) ∈ Ω
(1)
s .
Thus we have proven Theorem (2.6).
In Section 5, Theorem (5.6) we will explain in what sense this result may be
regarded as a version of Go¨dels First Incompleteness Theorem.
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Remarks:
(i) The recursive systems considered in Smullyan [35] are called elemen-
tary formal systems there. Like the recursive system S11, they do not
contain the equations and the operation terms, but this is of course not
a principle restriction for the construction of recursively enumerable
relations.
(ii) The construction of S11 was only needed in order to prove that Ω
(1)
s
and B
(1)
s are recursively enumerable. In order to prove that Ω
(1)
s is not
recursively enumerable we can directely define all the necessary ingredi-
ents like S11-statements, S11-theorems and S11-predicates by using the
encoding (2.1) for the recursive systems.
(iii) Due to Church’s thesis and Theorem (2.6) we conclude that there is
no algorithm which enables us to decide whether a given R-formula of
the recursive system S11 is R-derivable or not. The reason for this is
the fact that the 1-ary predicate Ω
(1)
s is not decidable. But the other
predicates of S11 generated by (2.2) (1a)-(30b) are decidable, since they
form a recursive subsystem which satisfies the following
(2.7) Definition of special recursive systems and predicates
We consider a recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS]. Then S and the predicates
represented in S are called special recursive if
• there is no equation involved in BS,
• every argument list occurring in the R-premises of any R-axiom F also
occurs as a sublist in an argument list of the R-conclusion of F .
In order to estimate the complexity of an algorithm looking for an R-derivation
of an elementary prime R-formula p λ1, ..., λi in a given special recursive sys-
tem S we need two Lemmata. We shall prove that resolution strategies for
special recursive predicates will only require polynomial effort with respect
to the length of the ”input formula” p λ1, ..., λi. As a consequence, special
recursive predicates are decidable.
(2.8) Lemma
Let λ be any AS-list consisting on |λ| = n symbols. Then the number of
sublists in λ is less or equal to n(n+1)
2
.
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Proof: Induction with respect to n.
(2.9) Lemma
Let µ be any AS-list and let λ be any elementary AS-list consisting on |λ| = n
not necessary distinct symbols. Let x1, ..., xk with 1 ≤ k ≤ n be the list of
distinct variables occurring in µ, ordered according to their first appearance.
By Inst(µ, λ) we denote the set of any mapping which assigns to each variable
xj in µ an elementary AS-list κj such that λ = µ
κ1
x1
...κk
xk
. Then
|Inst(µ, λ)| ≤
(
n− 1
k − 1
)
.
Proof: Induction with respect to k.
(2.10) Theorem
Let S = [AS;PS;BS] be a special recursive system and let p λ1, ..., λi be
an elementary prime R-formula which is R-derivable in S. Let n be the
maximal number of not necessary distinct symbols occurring in one of the
lists λ1, ..., λi, i.e. n =
i
max
j=1
|λj|. We introduce the following numbers which
describe certain complexity properties of the recursive system S:
• ρ is the maximal number of prime R-formulas occurring in any F ∈ BS,
• α is the maximal number of argument lists occurring in a prime R-
formula which is subformula of any F ∈ BS,
• k is the maximal number of distinct variables occurring in an argument
list of any F ∈ BS.
For 1 ≤ k ≤ n we put Γ(n, k) =
k
max
j=1
(
n− 1
j − 1
)
. We define Γ(n, 0) = 0 and
Γ(n, k) = Γ(n, n) for k > n. Then there is an R-derivation [Λ] of p λ1, ..., λi
with a number of steps |[Λ]| such that
|[Λ]| ≤ |BS| ρ
(
1 + αk
{
α
n(n+ 1)
2
Γ(n, k)
}α)
.
Remark: This Theorem implies that for each p λ1, ..., λi ∈ ΠR(S) there is
an R-derivation [Λ] of polynomial length with respect to n =
i
max
j=1
|λj|. We
conclude that special recursive predicates are decidable.
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Proof: An R-derivation [Λ] of p λ1, ..., λi can be chosen with the following
properties:
1) All the R-formulas in [Λ] are distinct.
2) [Λ] starts with BS, so that [Λ] contains all basis R-axioms of S.
3) Any application of the Substitution Rule is restricted to the basis R-
axioms, where each variable is only replaced by elementary AS-lists.
4) For all argument lists µ in [Λ] with at least one variable there is an ele-
mentary list λ which occurs as a sublist in p λ1, ..., λi such that Inst(µ, λ) is
not empty. If µ is an elementary argument list in [Λ], then it must occur as
a sublist in p λ1, ..., λi.
5) The Modus Ponens Rule is only applied if all possible substitutions are
done.
First we start with [Λ1] = BS according to 2), the R-axioms in BS given in
any fixed order, and extend [Λ1] to a new R-derivation [Λ2] by applying the
Substitution Rule on [Λ1] due to 3).
In order to do this, we fix a given R-axiom F ∈ BS with R-conclusion Fc =
q µ1, ..., µl, where F may or may not have R-premises. Due to var(F ) =
var(Fc) it is sufficient to assign elementary AS-lists to all variables in Fc in
order to get all possible substitutions which reduce F to an elementary R-
formula F ′. Let F ′c = q µ
′
1, ..., µ
′
l result from Fc by replacing all the variables in
Fc by elementary AS-lists. Due to 4) we will only permit substitutions leading
to elementary AS-lists µ
′
1, ..., µ
′
l which are sublists of the elementary AS-lists
λ1, ..., λi. Due to Lemma (2.8) we have at most α
n(n+1)
2
possibilities to choose
µ′κ for any fixed κ. Due to Lemma (2.9) we have at most Γ(|µ
′
κ|, k) ≤ Γ(n, k)
possibilities to assign elementary AS-lists to all variables in µκ to obtain µ
′
κ.
If we do these substitutions for all AS-lists µ1, ..., µl, we obtain at most
{
α
n(n+ 1)
2
Γ(n, k)
}l
≤
{
α
n(n+ 1)
2
Γ(n, k)
}α
elementary R-formulas F ′ resulting from the substitutions of all variables in
F . Since the total number of distinct variables in F or Fc is bounded by αk,
we obtain the upper bound
αk
{
α
n(n+ 1)
2
Γ(n, k)
}α
of possible substitution steps, applied on the fixed R-axiom F ∈ BS. But F
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is also part of [Λ], and therefore we obtain the upper bound
|[Λ2]| ≤ |BS|
(
1 + αk
{
α
n(n+ 1)
2
Γ(n, k)
}α)
for the number of steps of an R-derivation [Λ2], where [Λ2] is the part of [Λ]
which extends [Λ1] = BS by applying the Substitution Rule. This is possible
due to the fifth property imposed on [Λ]. The possible applications of the
Modus Ponens Rule on [Λ2] yields [Λ] with
|[Λ]| ≤ ρ |[Λ2]| .
From the last two inequalities we obtain Theorem (2.10).
Remark: The proof of Theorem (2.10) enables the construction of a determi-
nistic resolution strategy which decides with polynomial effort whether or
not an elementary prime R-formula p λ1, ..., λi is R-derivable in a special re-
cursive system S. If p λ1, ..., λi is R-derivable, then the algorithm constructs
an R-derivation [Λ] obeying the restrictions 1)-5) in the proof of the Theorem.
Finally we mention that there are many other formalisms in order to gen-
erate recursively enumerable relations. One possible way is the definition
of recursive (or computable) functions for the non-negative integer numbers,
which can be formalized immediately in appropriate recursive systems, or
the use of Turing machines. Other approaches are given by Semi-Thue sys-
tems, see Thue [36], [37] and Jantzen [18], which are the foundation for the
use of grammars, see Hopcroft-Ullman [17], and by logic programming, see
Lloyd [20]. One very impressive result for the characterization of recursively
enumerable sets of positive integer numbers was finally solved by Matijasevic˘
[22], [23], see also the extensive study of Davis [5]:
(2.11) Theorem (Matijasevic˘, Robinson, Davis, Putnam)
One can construct a polynomialM(y1, ..., yn, z) with integer coefficients such
that for every recursively enumerable relation R = R(x) of positive integer
numbers x there is a positive integer number gR with
R(x) ⇔ there are positive integer numbers k1, ..., kn such that
x =M(k1, ..., kn, gR) > 0 .
This Theorem implies that the recursively enumerable sets of positive integer
numbers are exactly the Diophantine sets. As a consequence, Hilbert’s tenth
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problem is unsolvable, i.e. there is no computing algorithm which will tell
of a given polynomial Diophantine equation with integer coefficients whether
or not it has a solution in integers.
3 Embedding of a recursive system in a
mathematical system
In this section we define a formal mathematical system which includes the
predicate calculus and the structural induction with respect to the recursively
enumerable relations generated by an underlying recursive system denoted by
S = [AS;PS;BS]. We will also define mathematical systems with restricted
argument lists.
(3.1) The symbols of the mathematical system
Given are the following pairwise disjoint sets of symbols
(a) A set AM ⊇ AS of constant symbols or operation symbols, which
must not be finite.
(b) A set PM ⊇ PS of predicate symbols, which must not be finite.
(c) The infinite alphabetX of variable symbols is the same as in (1.1)(c).
(d) We define the following extension of the alphabet ER in (1.1)(d):
E := [∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ;¬ ;↔ ; & ; ∨ ; ∀ ; ∃ ] .
(3.2) The basic structures of the mathematical system
are the (AM -)lists, (AM -)sublists, (AM -)terms and the elementary (AM -)lists
and (AM -)terms, which are defined as in (1.1)-(1.4), but for the extended set
AM instead of AS. The prime formulas and the elementary prime formulas
are defined in the same way as in (1.5) and (1.6), but with respect to the set
PM of extended predicate symbols. Note that every prime R-formula is also
a prime formula.
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(3.3) The formulas of the mathematical system
(a) Every prime formula is a formula.
(b) Let F , G be formulas and x ∈ X be any variable. Then the following
expressions are formulas with the subformulas F , G, respectively.
¬F ; → FG ; ↔ FG ; &FG ; ∨ FG ; ∀ xF ; ∃ xF
For example, if f ∈ AM , B ∈ PM and x, y ∈ X , then the following expression
is a formula of the mathematical system:
∃x & ∀xB x, y, f(xy) ¬ ∼ x, y .
The generalization of (1.7)(c) to subformulas is obvious. A maximal sublist
which occurs in a formula F and which is not immediately following ∀ or ∃
is also called an argument list of F . Finally we note that every R-formula is
also a formula of the mathematical system.
(3.4) Variables in lists and formulas, free variables
(a) var(λ) denotes the set of all variables which occur in the list λ.
(b) var(F ) denotes the set of all variables occurring in a formula F .
(c) Recursive definition of free(F ), where F , G are formulas and x ∈ X :
(i) free(F ) = var(F ) for any prime formula F ,
(ii) free(¬F ) = free(F ),
(iii) free(JFG) = free(F ) ∪ free(G) for J ∈ {→ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨}.
(iv) free(∀ xF ) = free(∃ xF ) = free(F ) \ {x}.
(3.5) The substitution of variables in lists (SbL)
The expression SbL(λ;µ; x) = λ µ
x
describes the substitution of the variable
x in a list λ by the list µ. The following recursive definition of SbL holds for
all lists λ, µ, ν, for all x, y ∈ X and a ∈ AM
(a) SbL(a;µ; x) = a , SbL(y;µ; x) =
{
y , x 6= y
µ , x = y .
(b) SbL(f(λ);µ; x) = f(SbL(λ;µ; x)) .
(c) SbL(λµ; ν; x) = SbL(λ; ν; x) SbL(µ; ν; x) .
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(3.6) The substitution of variables in formulas (SbF)
The expression SbF(F ;µ; x) = F µ
x
describes the substitution for each free
occurrence of the variable x in a formula F by the list µ. The recursive
definition of SbF holds for all lists µ, λ1, λ2, ... , λm (m ≥ 2), any p ∈ PM ,
x, y ∈ X , for all formulas F , G and for
J ∈ {→ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨}, Q ∈ { ∀ ; ∃ }:
(a) let λ′j := SbL(λj;µ; x) for j = 1, ..., m:
SbF(p ; µ ; x) = p , SbF(∼ λ1, λ2 ; µ ; x) =∼ λ
′
1, λ
′
2 ,
SbF(p λ1 ; µ ; x) = p λ
′
1 , SbF(p λ1, ... , λm ; µ ; x) = p λ
′
1, ... , λ
′
m .
(b) SbF(¬F ;µ; x) = ¬ SbF(F ;µ; x) .
(c) SbF(J FG;µ; x) = J SbF(F ;µ; x) SbF(G;µ; x) .
(d) SbF(Qy F ;µ; x) =
{
Qy F , x = y
Q y SbF(F ;µ; x) , x 6= y .
(3.7) Avoiding collisions for the substitution SbF
In order to ensure that the SbF-substitution of the variable x by the list µ in
the formula F is well defined we introduce the metamathematical predicate
CF(F ;µ; x), which means that F and µ are collision-free with respect to x.
The recursive definition of CF holds for all lists µ, for all x, y ∈ X , for all
formulas F , G and for any J ∈ {→ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨} , Q ∈ { ∀ ; ∃ }:
(a) CF(F ;µ; x) holds for any prime formula F .
(b) CF(¬F ;µ; x) holds if and only if CF(F ;µ; x) holds.
(c) CF(J FG;µ; x) holds if and only if CF(F ;µ; x) and CF(G;µ; x)
are both satisfied.
(d) CF(Qy F ;µ; x) is satisfied if and only if:
i) x 6∈ free(F ) \ {y} or ii) y 6∈ var(µ) and CF(F ;µ; x).
Remarks: The CF-condition is necessary in order to exclude undesired subs-
titutions like SbF(∃y ¬ ∼ x, y ; y; x) = ∃y ¬ ∼ y, y with x 6= y.
It is also important to note that x 6∈ free(F ) implies CF(F ;µ; x) as well as
SbF(F ;µ; x) = F .
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(3.8) Propositional functions and truth values
Let ξ1, ..., ξj (j ≥ 1) be new distinct symbols, which are not occurring in the
given sets AM , PM , X , E and not part of the formal system. We call them
propositional variables. The propositional functions (of ξ1, ..., ξj) are defined
as follows, where J ∈ {→ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨}:
(a) ξi is a propositional function for 1 ≤ i ≤ j.
(b) ¬α is a propositional function if α is a propositional function.
(c) Jαβ is a propositional function if α and β are propositional functions.
Let Ψ : {ξ1, ..., ξj} → {⊤ ,⊥} be any mapping which assigns to each proposi-
tional variable a truth value⊤ for true or⊥ for false. Then we can canonically
extend Ψ to a function Ψ¯, which assigns to each propositional function either
the value ⊤ or ⊥ according to
(d) Ψ¯(¬α) = ⊤ ⇔ Ψ¯(α) = ⊥ ,
(e) Ψ¯(→ α β) = ⊤ ⇔ Ψ¯(α) = ⊥ or Ψ¯(β) = ⊤,
(f) Ψ¯(↔ α β) = ⊤ ⇔ Ψ¯(α) = ⊤ if and only if Ψ¯(β) = ⊤,
(g) Ψ¯(&αβ) = ⊤ ⇔ Ψ¯(α) = ⊤ and Ψ¯(β) = ⊤,
(h) Ψ¯(∨α β) = ⊤ ⇔ Ψ¯(α) = ⊤ or Ψ¯(β) = ⊤.
Here Ψ¯(α) = ⊥ ⇔ not Ψ¯(α) = ⊤ holds for all propositional functions α.
A propositional function α = α(ξ1, ..., ξj) is called identically true, if there
holds Ψ¯(α) = ⊤ for every mapping Ψ : {ξ1, ..., ξj} → {⊤ ,⊥}.
(3.9) The axioms of the propositional calculus
Let α = α(ξ1, ..., ξj) be a propositional function of the distinct propositional
variables ξ1, ..., ξj, j ≥ 1. Let F1,...,Fj be formulas and suppose that α is
identically true. Then the formula F := α(F1, ..., Fj) is an axiom of the
propositional calculus.
(3.10) The axioms of equality
Let x, y, s ∈ X and let λ, µ be AM -lists. Then the following formulas are
axioms of equality
(a) ∼ x, x ; → ∼ x, y ∼ y, x ; → ∼ x, y → ∼ y, s ∼ x, s .
(b) → SbF(∼ λ, µ ; x ; y ) → ∼ x, y ∼ λ, µ .
Let p ∈ PM , n ≥ 1 and x1, y1, ..., xn, yn ∈ X . Then the following formula is
an axiom of equality
(c) → ∼ x1, y1 ... → ∼ xn, yn → p x1, ..., xn p y1, ..., yn.
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(3.11) The quantifier axioms
Let F , G be formulas and x ∈ X . Then we define the quantifier axioms
(a) → ∀ xF F
(b) → ∀ x → FG → F ∀ xG , if x 6∈ free(F )
(c) ↔ ¬∀ x¬F ∃ xF .
(3.12) The mathematical system M is given for fixed X and E
(i) by the recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] defined in (1.10) ,
(ii) by the sets AM ⊇ AS and PM ⊇ PS and by a set BM ⊇ BS of for-
mulas in M . The formulas of BM are called the basis axioms of the
mathematical system M . Recall that AM , PM , X and E are pairwise
disjoint. Often one requires that AM and PM are finite, that AM = AS
and that BM is recursively solvable, i.e. decidable, but this must not
be required in the general case.
The mathematical system may be denoted by M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ].
The axioms of M are the axioms of the propositional calculus, the axioms of
equality, the quantifier axioms and the formulas in BM .
(3.13) Rules of inference and (formal) proofs in M
A (formal) proof inM is a list [Λ] := [F1; ...;Fl] of formulas F1, ..., Fl including
the empty list [ ]. The formulas F1, ..., Fl are the steps of the proof, which is
generated by the rules of inference
(a) Axiom Rule: The empty list [ ] is a proof in the mathematical system
M . If [Λ] is a proof and F an axiom, then [Λ; F ] is also a proof.
(b) Modus Ponens Rule: Let F , G be two formulas and F , → F G both
steps of the proof [Λ]. The [Λ; G] is also a proof.
(c) Substitution Rule: Let F be a step of the proof [Λ], x ∈ X and λ a
list. If CF(F ;λ; x) holds, then [Λ; SbF(F ;λ; x)] is also a proof.
(d) Generalization Rule: Let F be a step of the proof [Λ], x ∈ X . Then
[Λ; ∀ xF ] is also a proof. Here it is not required that x occurs in F .
(e) Induction Rule: In the following we fix a predicate symbol p ∈ PS,
a list x1, ..., xi of i ≥ 0 distinct variables and a formula G in M . We
suppose that x1, ..., xi and the variables of G are not involved in BS.
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Then to every R-formula F of BS there corresponds exactly one formula
F ′ of the mathematical system, which is obtained if we replace in F each
i−ary subformula p λ1, ..., λi, where λ1, ..., λi are lists, by the formula
G λ1
x1
...λi
xi
.
If F ′ is a step of a proof [Λ] for all R-formulas F ∈ BS for which p
occurs i−ary in the R-conclusion of F , then [Λ; → p x1, ..., xi G] is
also a proof.
Remarks on the rules of inference:
Any R-derivation in the recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] is also a proof in
the mathematical system M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] due to the first three Rules
(a)-(c), due to AM ⊇ AS, PM ⊇ PS, BM ⊇ BS and due to the fact that every
R-axiom of equality is also an axiom of equality in the mathematical system
M . Rule (e) enables the structural induction with respect to the recursively
enumerable relations represented in S. If we put PS = [ ], then the use of the
Induction Rule (e) is suppressed.
The axioms of the propositional calculus can also be reduced to axiom schemes
resulting from a small list of identically true propositional functions, which
requires an own study of the propositional calculus.
(3.14) Provable formulas
The steps of a proof [Λ] are called provable formulas. By Π(M) we denote
the set of all provable formulas F in M .
Example 1: Let AS := [ 0 ;
′ ], B,C,D ∈ PS and x, y, z ∈ X be distinct
symbols. We consider the complete list of basis R-axioms given by
(1) B 0 (2) → B x B x′
(3) → B x C x (4) → B x → C y C xy
(5) → B x Dx (6) → B x → C y D xy .
They form a proof which is extended by
(7) → D z C z with Rule (e) and (3)-(6) for p z = D z, G = C z
(8) → Dy C y with Rule (c) and (7)
(9) → → Dy C y → → B x → C yD xy → B x→ DyDxy
with (3.9) and the identically true propositional function
α(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) := → → ξ1 ξ2 → → ξ3 → ξ2 ξ4 → ξ3 → ξ1 ξ4
(10) → → B x → C yD xy → B x→ DyDxy
with Rule (b) and (8), (9)
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(11) → B x→ DyDxy with Rule (b) and (6), (10)
(12) → C z D z with Rule (e) and (3),(4),(5),(11) for p z = C z, G = D z
(13) → → C z D z → → D z C z ↔ C z D z with (3.9)
(14) → → D z C z ↔ C z D z with Rule (b) and (12), (13)
(15) ↔ C z D z with Rule (b) and (7), (14)
(16) ∀ z ↔ C z D z with Rule (d) and (15) .
Example 2: We consider a mathematical system M = [S; AM ; PM ; BM ], fix
a predicate symbol p ∈ PS of the recursive system and a non-negative integer
number i ≥ 0. We suppose that there is no i-ary R-conclusion of the form
p λ1, ..., λi in the R-formulas of BS. We consider a list of distinct variables
x1, ..., xi and obtain the following proof [Λ] of ¬ p x1, ..., xi in M due to the
Induction Rule (e):
[Λ] = [ → p x1, ..., xi ¬ p x1, ..., xi ;
→ → p x1, ..., xi ¬ p x1, ..., xi ¬ p x1, ..., xi ;
¬ p x1, ..., xi ] .
Example 3: Let AS := [ a ], N,<∈ PS and x, y, u, v ∈ X be distinct symbols.
We consider the complete list of basis R-axioms given by
(1) N a
(2) → N x N xa
(3) → N x → N y < x, xy
They form a proof which will be extended by
(4) → N u N ua
(5) → N v N va
(6) → N uv N uva
(7) → → N v N va → → N uv N uva
→ → N u &N vN uv → N u &N vaN uva
(8) → → N uv N uva → → N u &N vN uv → N u &N vaN uva
(9) → → N u &N vN uv → N u &N vaN uva
In (7) we have used the identically true propositional function
→ → ξ1 ξ2 → → ξ3 ξ4 → → ξ5& ξ1 ξ3 → ξ5& ξ2 ξ4.
(10) → N a
→ → N uN ua
→ N u &N a N ua
(11) → → N uN ua
→ N u &N a N ua
(12) → N u &N a N ua
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(13) → → N u &N xN ux → N u &N xaN uxa
(14) → N v → N u &N vN uv
In (10)-(13) we have prepared the first application of the Induction Rule. For
(10) we use → ξ1 → → ξ2 ξ3 → ξ2& ξ1 ξ3 as an identically true proposi-
tional function. Formula (13) results from (9) and Rule (c) and formula (14)
from (12), (13), (1), (2) and Rule (e).
Finally we listen the remaining steps of the proof
(15) → → N v → N u &N vN uv
→ N u → N v N uv Rule (a)
(16) → N u → N v N uv Rule (b)
(17) → N x → N vN xv Rule (c)
(18) → N x → N yN xy Rule (c)
(19) → N x → N yN x Rule (a)
(20) → < u, v N v Rule (e)
(21) → < u, v N u Rule (e)
(22) → → < u, v N v
→ → < u, v N u
→ < u, v &N uN v Rule (a)
(23) → → < u, v N u
→ < u, v &N uN v Rule (b)
(24) → < u, v &N uN v Rule (b)
(25) ∀ v → N u → N vN uv Rule (d)
(26) ∀ v → < u, v &N uN v Rule (d)
We finally end up with the two formulas, using again Rule (d)
(27) ∀ u ∀ v → N u → N vN uv
(28) ∀ u ∀ v → < u, v &N uN v
Now we consider mathematical systems with given restrictions for the argu-
ment lists in their formulas. This is important since we are often concerned
with the representation of functions with a given number of arguments or
with special lists of terms.
The restriction of the argument lists is described by a subset of lists which
contains the variables and which is invariant with respect to substitutions.
This is described in the next definition.
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(3.15) Mathematical systems with restricted argument lists
Let M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system and L a given subset
of AM -lists with the properties
(i) X ⊆ L ,
(ii) λµ
x
∈ L for all λ, µ ∈ L, x ∈ X ,
(iii) all formulas in BM contain only argument lists in L .
Then [M ;L] is called a mathematical system with restricted argument lists.
A proof [Λ] in [M ;L] is a proof in M with the restrictions
(iv) the formulas in [Λ] and the formulas F and G in (3.13)(a)-(e) contain
only argument lists in L ,
(v) there holds λ ∈ L for the list λ in (3.13)(c) .
By Π(M ;L) we denote the set of provable formulas in [M ;L] .
Let LS be the set of all AS-lists in L considered in the recursive system
S. Then [M ;L] induces in a natural way a recursive system [S;LS] with
argument lists restricted to LS. Suppose that a proof [Λ] in [M ;L] is an
R-derivation in S. Then [Λ] is called an R-derivation in [S;LS], and the
R-formulas in [Λ] are called R-derivable in [S;LS]. By ΠR(S;LS) we denote
the set of all R-derivable R-formulas in [S;LS] .
Example 4: The Peano arithmetic PA
Let S be the recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] where AS,PS and BS are
empty, and put APA = [ 0; s ; + ; ∗ ], PPA = [ ].
Next we define the set L of numeral terms by the recursive definition
(i) 0 and x are numeral terms for any x ∈ X .
(ii) If ϑ is a numeral term, then also s(ϑ).
(iii) If ϑ1, ϑ2 are numeral terms, then also +(ϑ1ϑ2) and ∗(ϑ1ϑ2).
We define the mathematical system M ′ = [S;APA;PPA;BPA] by giving the
following basis axioms for BPA
(1) ∀ x ∼ +(0x), x
(2) ∀ x ∀ y ∼ +(s(x)y), s(+(xy))
(3) ∀ x ∼ ∗(0x), 0
(4) ∀ x ∀ y ∼ ∗(s(x)y),+(∗(xy)y)
(5) ∀ x ∀ y → ∼ s(x), s(y) ∼ x, y
(6) ∀x ¬ ∼ s(x), 0 .
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Moreover, for all formulas F (with respect to APA and PPA) which have only
numeral argument lists, the following formulas belong to BPA according to
the Induction Scheme
(IS) → ∀ x & SbF(F ; 0 ; x) → F SbF(F ; s(x) ; x) ∀ xF .
The system PA of Peano arithmetic is given by PA = [M ′;L], i.e. the argu-
ment lists of PA are restricted to the set L of numerals. The Induction Rule
(3.13)(e) is not used in PA since AS,PS and BS are empty here and since we
are using the Induction Scheme (IS).
The following formulas are provable in PA:
∀ x ∀ y ∀ z ∼ +(+(xy)z),+(x+ (yz)) and ∀ x ∀ y ∼ +(xy),+(yx) ,
∀ x ∀ y ∀ z ∼ ∗(∗(xy)z), ∗(x ∗ (yz)) and ∀ x ∀ y ∼ ∗(xy), ∗(yx) ,
and also the most part of usual number theory.
(3.16) Lemma
Let [M ;L] be a mathematical system with the set L of restricted argument
lists, F , G formulas in [M ;L] and x, y ∈ X .
(a) If y /∈ var(F ), then
(i) CF(F ; y; x) and (ii) CF(F y
x
; x; y) and (iii) F y
x
x
y
= F .
Moreover, the following formulas are provable in [M ;L]:
(b) → ∀ x→ FG → ∀ xF ∀ xG
(c) ↔ ∀ x → FG → F ∀ xG , if x 6∈ free(F )
(d) ↔ ∀ xF ∀ y F y
x
, if y 6∈ var(F ) .
Proof: (a) is shown by induction with respect to the formula F and is needed
for part (d) of the Lemma.
(b) Form the quantifier axiom (3.11)(a) we know that the formulas
→ ∀ x→ FG → FG and → ∀ xF F are both provable in [M ;L].
From these formulas and the propositional calculus we can conclude that
→ ∀ x → FG → ∀ xF G is also provable in [M ;L]. We conclude that
∀ x → ∀ x → FG → ∀ xF G is provable in [M ;L] due to Rule (3.13)(d),
and on the last formula we can apply two times the quantifier axiom (3.11)(b)
and the propositional calculus in order to infer the desired formula.
(c) We must only show the backward implication “←” and suppose that
x 6∈ free(F ). From the quantifier axiom (3.11)(a) and the propositional
calculus we can infer the formulas → ∀ xG G and →→ F ∀ xG → FG,
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and hence ∀ x →→ F ∀ xG → FG due to Rule (3.13)(d). From the
quantifier axiom (3.11)(b) and the propositional calculus we can infer the
desired formula → → F ∀ xG ∀ x → FG.
(d) Suppose that y /∈ var(F ). For the forward implication “→” we use
CF(F ; y; x) from part (a) of the Lemma and conclude that from→ ∀ xF F
and Rules (3.13)(c),(d) we can infer → ∀ xF F y
x
and ∀y → ∀ xF F y
x
. The
quantifier axiom (3.11)(b) and the propositional calculus admit to infer the
formula → ∀ xF ∀ y F y
x
. The opposite direction “←” can be shown in the
same way, using the remaining part (a)(ii) and (iii) of the Lemma.
(3.17) Theorem
Let [M ;L] be a mathematical system with the set L of argument lists.
(a) Equivalence Theorem
Let H , H ′ be formulas in [M ;L] such that ↔ HH ′ ∈ Π(M ;L). Let
F, F ′ be any two formulas in [M ;L] such that F ′ results from F if H is
replaced by H ′ at certain places in F where H occurs as a subformula.
Then ↔ F F ′ ∈ Π(M ;L).
(b) Replacement of bound variables
Let G be a formula in [M ;L]. Suppose that G contains a subformula
of the form QxF with Q ∈ {∀ , ∃}, x ∈ X . Let y be a second vari-
able, which does not occur in the formula F . Let G′ result from G by
replacing the subformula QxF everywhere or only at certain places in
G by the formula Qy SbF(F ; y; x).
Then ↔ GG′ ∈ Π(M ;L).
Proof: We employ induction with respect to the rules of forming formulas.
(a) Suppose that ↔ F F ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) and that ↔ GG′ ∈ Π(M ;L) for
formulas F, F ′, G,G′ in [M ;L]. This is automatically satisfied for F = F ′,
G = G′. Let be J ∈ [→ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨ ]. Then we can first state due to the
propositional calculus that the formulas
→ ↔ FF ′ ↔ ¬F¬F ′ and ↔ ¬F¬F ′ ,
→ ↔ FF ′ → ↔ GG′ ↔ J F G J F ′G′ and ↔ J F G J F ′G′
also belong to Π(M ;L). There remains the more interesting induction step
for the quantifiers.
We obtain → FF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) as well as ∀x → FF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) due to
the assumption ↔ FF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L), the axioms of the propositional cal-
culus and due to the Rules (3.13)(a),(b),(d). Therefore we can infer from
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Lemma (3.16)(b) and Rule (3.13)(b) that → ∀xF ∀xF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L). The
propositional calculus implies that not only → FF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) but also
→ F ′F ∈ Π(M ;L), and therefore we can repeat the arguments above with
interchanged roles of F and F ′ to obtain → ∀xF ′ ∀xF ∈ Π(M ;L). Apply-
ing again the propositional calculus on → ∀xF ∀xF ′ and → ∀xF ′ ∀xF we
conclude that ↔ ∀xF ∀xF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L).
Finally we have to show that ↔ ∃xF ∃xF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L).
From↔ ¬F¬F ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) we obtain that↔ ∀x¬F ∀x¬F ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) by
the induction step for the ∀-quantifier proven above. The propositional cal-
culus and the quantifier axiom (3.11)(c) imply that ↔ ¬∀x¬F ¬∀x¬F ′ ∈
Π(M ;L) and ↔ ∃xF ∃xF ′ ∈ Π(M ;L). Thus we have shown the first part.
(b) The proof is clear for Q = ∀ due to Lemma (3.16)(d) and part (a). For
Q = ∃ we replace in Lemma (3.16)(d) the formula F by ¬F and conclude
that↔ ∀ x¬F ∀ y ¬ SbF(F ; y; x) and↔ ¬∀ x¬F ¬∀ y ¬ SbF(F ; y; x) are
both members of Π(M ;L). On the last formula we can apply the quantifier-
axiom (3.11)(c) and the propositional calculus in order to obtain that
↔ ∃ xF ∃ y SbF(F ; y; x) is a member of Π(M ;L). In this case we can also
apply part (a).
(3.18) Proposition
Let [M ;L] be a mathematical system with restricted argument lists. The
following formulas are provable in [M ;L] for any formulas F and G in [M ;L]
and x, y ∈ X
(a) → ∀ xF F
(b) → F ∃ xF
(c) → ∀ x→ FG → ∀ xF ∀ xG
(d) → ∀ x→ FG → ∃ xF ∃ xG
(e) → & ∃ xF ∀ xG ∃ x&FG
(f) → ∀ x ∨ FG ∨ ∀ xF ∃ xG
(g) ↔ ∀ x JFG J F ∀ xG , if x 6∈ free(F ) and J ∈ {→ ; ∨ ; & }
(h) ↔ ∃ x JFG J F ∃ xG , if x 6∈ free(F ) and J ∈ {→ ; ∨ ; & }
(i) ↔ ∀ x → FG → ∃ xF G , if x 6∈ free(G)
(j) ↔ ∃ x → FG → ∀ xF G , if x 6∈ free(G)
(k) ↔ ∀ xF ∀ y SbF(F ; y; x) , if y 6∈ var(F )
(l) ↔ ∃ xF ∃ y SbF(F ; y; x) , if y 6∈ var(F )
(m) ↔ ∀ x &FG & ∀ xF ∀ xG
(n) ↔ ∃ x ∨ FG ∨ ∃ xF ∃ xG
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(o) ↔ ∀ x ∀ y F ∀ y ∀ xF
(p) ↔ ∃ x ∃ y F ∃ y ∃ xF
(q) ↔ ¬∀ x¬F ∃ xF
(r) ↔ ¬∃ x¬F ∀ xF .
Proof: In order to check that these formulas are provable in [M ;L] we use
Lemma (3.16) and Theorem (3.17).
(3.19) Proposition
Let [M ;L] be a mathematical system with restricted argument lists and let
F be a formula in [M ;L]. Then for CF(F ;λ; x) the formulas
→ ∀ xF SbF(F ;λ ; x) and → SbF(F ;λ ; x) ∃ xF
are provable in [M ;L], provided that λ ∈ L.
Proof: The formulas → ∀ xF F and → F ∃ xF are provable in M
due to Proposition (3.18). Due to Definition (3.7) there hold the conditions
CF(∀ xF ;λ; x), CF(∃ xF ;λ; x), CF(→ ∀ xF F ;λ; x) and CF(→ F ∃ xF ;λ; x) .
The application of the Substitution Rule (c) on → ∀ xF F and → F ∃ xF
thus gives the proof of Proposition (3.19).
(3.20) Proposition (Skolem’s normal form)
Let [M ;L] be a mathematical system with restricted argument lists and let
F be a formula in [M ;L]. Then there are quantifiers Q1,...,Qn and variables
x1,...,xn (n ≥ 0) as well a formula G in [M ;L] without quantifiers and without
the symbols ↔, &, ∨ such that
↔ F Q1x1...QnxnG ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Remark: The formula Q1x1...QnxnG has Skolem’s normal form.
Proof: In the first step we replace F by an equivalent formula F ′ such that F ′
does not contain the symbols ↔, &, ∨ and such that ↔ F F ′ ∈ Π(M ;L) .
This can be done by using the propositional calculus and Theorem (3.17)(a)
in order to remove subsequently the symbols ↔, &, ∨.
Next we use Theorem (3.17)(b) in order to construct from F ′ another formula
F ′′ by replacing all bound variables in F ′ by new ones which are not present
in free(F ′) such that ↔ F F ′′ ∈ Π(M ;L) .
In the third and last step we use the Proposition (3.18), namely the parts (g)
and (h) for J =→ and (i),(j),(q),(r), and Theorem (3.17)(a) in order to pull
all quantifiers of F ′′ in front of the formula. There finally results the desired
formula Q1x1...QnxnG which has Skolem’s normal form.
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4 The Deduction Theorem and
Z-homomorphisms
In this section we first prove the Deduction Theorem, define the Z-homo-
morphisms in a mathematical system and develop the Theorem for Z-homo-
morphisms. These theorems will be used in order to derive several other
results like the formal proofs by contradiction, the generalization of new
constants and the proofs in mathematical systems with reduced structure.
In the following we fix a formal mathematical system M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ].
(4.1) Definition of statements in M
A statement in M is a formula in M without free variables.
(4.2) Extensions of the mathematical system M
(a) Let ϕ be a statement in M and BM(ϕ) := BM ∪{ϕ}. Then the mathe-
matical system M(ϕ) defined byM(ϕ) := [S;AM ;PM ;BM(ϕ)] is called
a simple extension of M .
(b) Let Φ be a set of statements in M and BM(Φ) := BM ∪ Φ. Then the
mathematical system M(Φ) defined by M(Φ) := [S;AM ;PM ;BM(Φ)]
is called an extension of M .
(c) Let c be a new symbol, which does not occur in AM ∪ PM ∪ X ∪ E.
Then the simple symbol-extension Mc := [S;AM ∪ {c};PM ;BM ] of M
is also a mathematical system.
(d) Let A ⊇ AM be a set of symbols with z /∈ PM ∪X ∪ E for all symbols
z ∈ A. Then the symbol-extension MA := [S;A;PM ;BM ] of M is also
a mathematical system.
Remarks:
(i) Note that the extensions of axioms and symbols defined in (4.2) leave
the recursive system S untouched.
(ii) [M(Φ);L] is a mathematical system with restricted argument lists if
and only if this is the case for [M ;L] and if in addition the argument
lists of all formulas in Φ are members of L.
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(4.3) The Deduction Theorem, first version
Let [M(ϕ);L] be a mathematical system with restricted argument lists and
with a statement ϕ. Then for every proof [Λ] in [M(ϕ);L] one can construct
a proof [Λ′] in [M ;L] such that → ϕF ∈ [Λ′] for every F ∈ [Λ].
Proof: We employ induction with respect to the rules of inference. First we
note that for the ”initial proof” [Λ] = [ ] we can also choose [Λ′] = [ ].
In the following [Λ] denotes a proof in [M(ϕ);L] and [Λ′] a proof in [M ;L]
such that → ϕF ∈ [Λ′] for every F ∈ [Λ], i.e. we assume that the required
proof [Λ′] has already been constructed from the proof [Λ].
(a) Let F be an axiom in [M(ϕ);L]. Then the extension [Λ∗] = [Λ ; F ] is
also a proof in [M(ϕ);L] due to Rule (a). If F = ϕ, then we put
[Λ′∗] = [Λ
′ ;→ ϕϕ] for the proof in [M ;L], otherwise F is also an axiom
in [M ;L], and we put [Λ′∗] = [Λ
′ ; → F → ϕF ; → ϕF ] for the proof
in [M ;L] .
(b) Let F , G be formulas and F , → F G both steps of the proof [Λ].
Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; G ] is also a proof in [M(ϕ);L] due to Rule (b). Since
→ ϕF ∈ [Λ′] and → ϕ → F G ∈ [Λ′], we put due to (3.9) and Rule
(a),(b)
[Λ′∗] = [Λ
′ ; → → ϕF → → ϕ → F G → ϕG;
→ → ϕ → F G → ϕG;
→ ϕG ] .
(c) Let F ∈ [Λ], x ∈ X and λ ∈ L. Suppose that there holds the condition
CF(F ;λ; x). Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; SbF(F ;λ; x) ] is also a proof in [M(ϕ);L]
due to Rule (c). Due to x /∈ free(ϕ) there hold the conditions CF(→
ϕF ;λ; x) and SbF(→ ϕF ;λ; x) = → ϕ SbF(F ;λ; x). Since there
holds → ϕF ∈ [Λ′], we put [Λ′∗] = [Λ
′ ;→ ϕ SbF(F ;λ; x)].
(d) Let F ∈ [Λ] and x ∈ X . Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; ∀ xF ] is also a proof in
[M(ϕ);L] due to Rule (d), and we put
[Λ′∗] = [Λ
′ ; ∀ x → ϕF ;
→ ∀ x → ϕF → ϕ ∀ xF ;
→ ϕ ∀ xF ] .
The first new step of the extended proof [Λ′∗] results from the assump-
tion → ϕF ∈ [Λ′] and Rule (d), the second step is due to (3.11)(b)
and Rule (a) since ϕ has no free variables, and the third step due to
Rule (b).
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(e) In the following we fix a predicate symbol p ∈ PS, a list x1, ..., xi of
i ≥ 0 distinct variables and a formula G in [M(ϕ);L]. Here x1, ..., xi
and the variables of G are not involved in BS.
Then to every R-formula F of BS there corresponds exactly one formula
F ′ of the mathematical system, which is obtained if we replace in F each
i−ary subformula p λ1, ..., λi, where λ1, ..., λi are lists, by the formula
G λ1
x1
...λi
xi
. Note that in this case λ1, ..., λi ∈ L is guaranteed.
If F ′ is a step of [Λ] for all R-formulas F ∈ BS for which p occurs i−ary
in the R-conclusion of F , then [Λ∗] = [Λ; → p x1, ..., xi G] is also a
proof in [M(ϕ);L] due to Rule (e).
(i) First we replace due to Theorem (3.17)(b) the bound variables of
the statement ϕ subsequently by new ones which are not involved in
BS. There results a proof [Λ
′
1] in [M,L], which is an extension of [Λ
′]
and ends with an equivalence ↔ ϕψ, where ψ is a statement in [M,L]
such that var(ψ) and var(BS) are disjoint.
(ii) In the next step we consider all R-formulas F (1), ..., F (d) ∈ BS,
d ≥ 0, for which p occurs i−ary in the R-conclusion and note that in this
case F (1)
′
, ..., F (d)
′
are steps of [Λ]. Let for 1 ≤ k ≤ d the formula F
(k)
ψ
′
result from F (k) by replacing in F (k) each i−ary subformula p λ1, ..., λi,
where λ1, ..., λi are lists, by the formula → ψG
λ1
x1
...λi
xi
. Recall that ψ
has no free variables which are available for substitutions.
Then due to the axioms of the propositional calculus the following
formulas are generally valid
→ → ψ F (1)
′
F
(1)
ψ
′
, ... , → → ψ F (d)
′
F
(d)
ψ
′
.
The formulas → ϕF (1)
′
, ...,→ ϕF (k)
′
and the equivalence ↔ ϕψ are
steps of the proof [Λ′1] ⊇ [Λ
′], and therefore we can use the propositional
calculus in order to derive the formulas F
(1)
ψ
′
,...,F
(d)
ψ
′
in a proof [Λ′2] in
[M,L] which is an extension of [Λ′1].
(iii) Since the variables of the formula → ψG are not involved in BS,
we can apply Rule (e) and replace afterwards ψ by ϕ in order to obtain
that
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[Λ′∗] = [Λ
′
2 ; → p x1, ..., xi → ψG ;
→ → p x1, ..., xi → ψG
→ ↔ ϕψ
→ ϕ → p x1, ..., xi G;
→ ↔ ϕψ
→ ϕ → p x1, ..., xi G;
→ ϕ → p x1, ..., xi G ] ,
is the desired proof in [M,L] which satisfies all the required properties.
Thus we have proved the first version of the Deduction Theorem.
(4.4) Corollary, proof by contradiction, first version
Let [M(¬ϕ);L] be a mathematical system with restricted argument lists and
with a statement ϕ. If [M(¬ϕ);L] is contradictory, i.e. if there is a proof [Λ]
in [M(¬ϕ);L] which contains a formula F as well as its negation ¬F , then
ϕ ∈ Π(M ;L).
Proof: Let [Λ] be a proof in [M(¬ϕ);L] which contains a formula F as well
as its negation ¬F . Then
[Λ∗] = [Λ ; → F → ¬F ϕ ; → ¬F ϕ ; ϕ ]
is a proof of ϕ in the contradictory system [M(¬ϕ);L]. From this proof we
construct a proof [Λ′∗] in [M ;L] according to the first version of the Deduc-
tion Theorem. Then → ¬ϕ ϕ ∈ [Λ′∗], and we obtain from [Λ
′
∗] the extended
proof [Λ′∗ ; → → ¬ϕ ϕ ϕ ; ϕ ] of ϕ in [M ;L] .
(4.5) The Deduction Theorem, second version
Let Φ be a set of statements in the mathematical system [M ;L] with re-
stricted argument lists. For any formula F in [M ;L] there holds
→ ϕ1 ...→ ϕm F ∈ Π(M ;L) for finitely many statements ϕ1 , ... , ϕm ∈ Φ
if and only if F ∈ Π(M(Φ);L).
Proof: The ”⇐” direction of the proof is clear, since we can subsequently
apply the Modus Ponens Rule (b) on → ϕ1 ... → ϕm F ∈ Π(M ;L) ⊆
Π(M(Φ);L) for finitely many statements ϕ1 , ... , ϕm ∈ Φ in order to infer
F in Π(M(Φ);L).
For a formula F there holds F ∈ Π(M(Φ);L) if and only if it is a step
of a proof [Λ] in [M(Φ);L]. We define the set Γ = {ϕ1 , ..., ϕm} of all
steps in [Λ] which are statements in Φ. We consider the mathematical
systems M0 := M and Mi := M({ϕ1 , ..., ϕi}) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Since
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F ∈ Π(Mm;L), we conclude from the first version of the Deduction The-
orem that → ϕm F ∈ Π(Mm−1;L). If there is still m− 1 > 0, then we infer
from → ϕm F ∈ Π(Mm−1;L) that → ϕm−1 → ϕm F ∈ Π(Mm−2;L), using
again (4.3), and so on. After we have applied this procedure m-times we
conclude that → ϕ1 ...→ ϕm F ∈ Π(M ;L).
The theorem for Z-homomorphisms which will be proved in the sequel is very
important in order to obtain proofs in mathematical systems with certain re-
stricted structure.
(4.6) Definition of a Z-homomorphism
Let M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system such that [M ;L] and
[M ;L′] are mathematical systems with restricted argument lists, and let Z ⊆
X be a (usually finite) subset of variables, which may be empty. We consider
a mapping · which assigns to each AM -list λ ∈ L an AM -list λ ∈ L
′ such
that for all AM -lists λ, µ ∈ L the following conditions are satisfied
(ZH1) y = y if y ∈ X ,
(ZH2) λ µ
x
= λ µ
x
if x ∈ X \ Z ,
(ZH3) var(µ) ⊆ var(µ) ∪ Z .
Next we define a natural extension of the mapping · to the formulas of
[M ;L]. Let F be any formula in [M ;L] such that the variables of Z are
not occurring bound in F , i.e. F does not contain a subformula of the form
Qz F ′, where Q ∈ {∀, ∃} and z ∈ Z. For abbreviation we denote the set of
all these formulas F by ΦZM ;L. We replace in F ∈ Φ
Z
M ;L all the argument lists
λ by λ . There results a formula F of [M ;L′].
In the following we suppose in addition that there hold the two conditions
(ZH4) F = F for all F ∈ BM ∩ Φ
Z
M ;L .
(ZH5) Z ∩ var(BS) = { } , i.e. the variables of Z are not involved in BS .
Then the extended mapping · is called a Z-homomorphism from [M ;L] in
[M ;L′]. If L = L′, then · is just called a Z-homomorphism in [M ;L]. Note
that especially F ∈ ΦZM ;L for all F ∈ BS.
(4.7) Lemma
We consider the mapping · from Definition (4.6), which satisfies the con-
ditions (ZH1)-(ZH3), and its extension to the formulas F ∈ ΦZM ;L. Let be
F ∈ ΦZM ;L. Then for every list µ ∈ L and for all variables x ∈ X \ Z with
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CF (F ;µ; x) there holds the condition CF(F ; µ; x) and the equation
F
µ
x
= F
µ
x
.
Proof:
We use induction with respect to the rules for generating formulas in [M ;L].
The variable x ∈ X \ Z and the list µ ∈ L are arbitrary, but will be fixed in
the following. For any formula F in [M ;L] we define the
Condition (∗):
If F ∈ ΦZM ;L and if CF(F ; µ; x), then there holds the condition CF(F ; µ; x)
and the equation F µ
x
= F µ
x
.
We prove that Condition (∗) is satisfied for all formulas F in [M ;L]. We use
the definitions (3.6) and (3.7) and the notations occurring there by treating
the corresponding cases (a)-(d).
(a) If F is a prime formula in [M ;L], then F is a prime formula in [M ;L′].
In this case we obtain CF(F ; λ; x) as well as CF(F ; λ; x). We define
for p ∈ PM and λ1 , λ2, ... ∈ L
F1 = ∼ λ1 , λ2 , F2 = p , F3 = p λ1 , F4 = p λ1, ..., λi ,
and can apply (ZH2) due to x ∈ X \ Z to obtain
F1
µ
x
= ∼ λ1
µ
x
, λ2
µ
x
= ∼ λ1
µ
x
, λ2
µ
x
= F1
µ
x
and
F2
µ
x
= p = F2
µ
x
, F3
µ
x
= p λ1
µ
x
= p λ1
µ
x
= F3
µ
x
,
F4
µ
x
= p λ1
µ
x
, ..., λi
µ
x
= p λ1
µ
x
, ..., λi
µ
x
= F4
µ
x
.
We have thus confirmed Condition (∗) for the prime formulas.
(b) We assume that Condition (∗) is satisfied for a M-formula F , that
¬F ∈ ΦZM ;L and that there holds the condition CF(¬F ;µ; x). Then
F ∈ ΦZM ;L, and there holds the condition CF(F ;µ; x). Since F satisfies
Condition (∗), we conclude that CF(F ;µ; x) and CF(¬F ;µ; x) are valid
and that the equations
SbF(¬F ;µ; x) = ¬F
µ
x
= ¬F
µ
x
= ¬F
µ
x
= SbF(¬F ;µ; x)
are satisfied. Thus we have confirmed Condition (∗) for ¬F .
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(c) We assume that Condition (∗) is satisfied for theM-formulas F,G, that
J FG ∈ ΦZM ;L and that CF(J FG;µ; x) holds. We obtain F ∈ Φ
Z
M ;L
and G ∈ ΦZM ;L, and there hold CF(F ;µ; x) and CF(G;µ; x). Since
F and G satisfy Condition (∗), we conclude that CF(F ;µ; x) and
CF(G;µ; x) are both valid. Therefore CF(J F G;µ; x), which is equiv-
alent to CF(J FG;µ; x), is also satisfied. Since F and G satisfy Con-
dition (∗), we obtain
SbF(J FG;µ; x) = J F
µ
x
G
µ
x
= J F
µ
x
G
µ
x
= J F
µ
x
G
µ
x
= SbF(J FG;µ; x) ,
i.e. Condition (∗) is satisfied for J FG.
(d) We assume that (∗) is satisfied for an M-formula F , that moreover
Qy F ∈ ΦZM ;L and that there holds CF(Qy F ;µ; x). It follows that
y /∈ Z, since y is bound in Qy F . Note that free(F ) ⊆ free(F ) ∪ Z.
If x /∈ free(F )\{y}, then we obtain CF(Qy F ; µ; x) withQy F = Qy F
and SbF(Qy F ; µ; x) = Qy F = SbF(Qy F ; µ; x) .
Otherwise we use that CF(Qy F ;µ; x) is satisfied with x 6= y in order
to conclude that y /∈ var(µ) and y /∈ var(µ) ⊆ var(µ) ∪ Z due to y /∈ Z
and that CF(F ;µ; x). But F satisfies the Condition (∗) and Qy F ∈
ΦZM ;L, and therefore CF(F ;µ; x). From y /∈ var(µ) and CF(F ;µ; x) we
conclude that CF(Qy F ;µ; x), i.e. CF(Qy F ;µ; x) is again satisfied.
Since F satisfies the Condition (∗), we finally conclude due to x 6= y
that
SbF(Qy F ;µ; x) = Qy SbF(F ;µ; x) = SbF(Qy F ;µ; x) ,
i.e. Condition (∗) is satisfied for Qy F .
Thus we have proved Lemma (4.7).
(4.8) Theorem for Z-homomorphisms, Z-Theorem
We consider a Z-homomorphism · from [M ;L] in [M ;L′] with the assump-
tions given in (4.6). Suppose that [Λ] = [F1; ...;Fl] is a proof in [M ;L] and
that the variables of Z are not involved in F1, ..., Fl. Then we conclude that
F1, ..., Fl ∈ Φ
Z
M ;L, and [Λ] = [F 1; ...;F l] is a proof in [M ;L
′].
Remark: If the proof [Λ] in Theorem (4.8) is an R-derivation in [S;LS], see
(3.15), and if L′ consists only on AS-lists, then [Λ] is an R-derivation in
[S;L′].
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Proof: We employ induction with respect to the rules of inference. First we
note that for the ”initial proof” [Λ] = [ ] we can also choose [Λ] = [ ].
In the following we assume that [Λ] is a proof in [M ;L], that the variables
of Z are not involved in [Λ] and that [Λ] = [F 1; ...;F l] is a proof in [M ;L
′].
(a) Let H be an axiom in [M ;L] which does not contain any z ∈ Z. Then
[Λ∗] = [Λ ; H ] is also a proof in [M ;L] due to Rule (a). We note that
H ∈ ΦZM ;L. Therefore it is sufficient to show that H is an axiom in
[M ;L′]. For this purpose we distinguish four cases.
1.) Let α = α(ξ1, ..., ξj) be an identically true propositional function
of the distinct propositional variables ξ1, ..., ξj, j ≥ 1. We suppose
without loss of generality that all j propositional variables occur in α.
If H1,...,Hj are any formulas in [M ;L] with H = α(H1, ..., Hj), then the
variables of Z are not involved in H1,...,Hj , and H = α(H1, ..., Hj) is an
axiom of the propositional calculus in [M ;L′]. Therefore [Λ∗] = [Λ ; H ]
is a proof in [M ;L′] due to Rule (a).
2.) If H is an axiom of equality in [M ;L] according to (3.10)(a,c), then
H = H due to (ZH1), i.e. H is also an axiom of equality in [M ;L′].
If H = → SbF(∼ λ, µ ; x ; y ) → ∼ x, y ∼ λ, µ is an axiom of
equality in [M ;L] according to (3.10)(b), thenH is an axiom of equality
in [M ;L′] of the form (3.10)(b) due to (ZH2), since the variables of Z
are not involved in H .
3.) The quantifier axioms (3.11) can be handled very easily since we
suppose that Z and var(F ) ∪ var(G) ∪ {x, y} are disjoint.
4.) ForH ∈ BM it follows thatH ∈ BM∩Φ
Z
M ;L, and therefore H ∈ BM
due to (ZH4). Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; H ] is a proof in [M ;L
′] due to Rule
(a).
(b) Let F , G be two formulas in [M ;L] and F , → F G both steps of
the proof [Λ]. Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; G ] is also a proof in [M ;L] due to
Rule (b), which does not contain a variable z ∈ Z. It follows that
F and → F G =→ F G are both steps of the proof [Λ] due to our
assumptions, and due to Rule (b) we put [Λ∗] = [Λ ;G ] for the required
proof in [M ;L′].
(c) Let F ∈ [Λ], x ∈ X and λ ∈ L. Suppose that there holds the condition
CF(F ;λ; x). Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; F
λ
x
] is also a proof in [M ;L] due to
Rule (c). We suppose that x ∈ free(F ) without loss of generality. Then
the condition that [Λ∗] does not contain any variable in Z is equivalent
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to z /∈ var(λ) for all z ∈ Z, which will be assumed here. Note that
F ∈ ΦZM ;L due to F ∈ [Λ] and z /∈ var([Λ]) for all z ∈ Z. Moreover, we
know that x ∈ X \ Z, since x ∈ free(F ) occurs in [Λ] due to F ∈ [Λ].
Therefore we obtain due to Lemma (4.7) that there holds the condition
CF(F ; λ; x) and the equation F λ
x
= F λ
x
. Since F ∈ [Λ] we conclude
that [Λ∗] = [Λ ;F
λ
x
] is a proof in [M ;L′] due to Rule (c).
(d) Let F ∈ [Λ] and x ∈ X . Then [Λ∗] = [Λ ; ∀ xF ] is also a proof in
[M ;L] due to Rule (d). The condition that the variables of Z are not
involved in [Λ∗] is equivalent to x /∈ Z, which will be assumed here.
Since F ∈ [Λ] implies F ∈ [Λ] and since ∀ xF = ∀ xF , we can apply
Rule (d) on [Λ], F in order to conclude that [Λ∗] = [Λ ; ∀ xF ] is a proof
in [M ;L′].
(e) In the following we fix a predicate symbol p ∈ PS, a list x1, ..., xi of
i ≥ 0 distinct variables and a formula G in [M ;L]. We suppose that
x1, ..., xi and the variables of G are not involved in BS.
Then to every R-formula F of BS there corresponds exactly one formula
F ′ of the mathematical system, which is obtained if we replace in F each
i−ary subformula p λ1, ..., λi, where λ1, ..., λi are lists, by the formula
G λ1
x1
...λi
xi
. Note that in this case λ1, ..., λi ∈ L due to (ZH4).
If F ′ is a step of [Λ] for all R-formulas F ∈ BS for which p occurs i−ary
in the R-conclusion of F , then [Λ∗] = [Λ; → p x1, ..., xi G] is also a
proof in [M ;L] due to Rule (e).
The condition that the variables of Z are not involved in [Λ∗] implies
that z /∈ { x1, ..., xi } ∪ var(G) for all z ∈ Z, which will be assumed
here.
To every R-formula F of BS there corresponds the formula F
′′, which
is obtained if we replace in F each i−ary subformula p λ1, ..., λi, where
λ1, ..., λi are lists, by the formula G
λ1
x1
...λi
xi
. Due to our assumption that
F = F for all F ∈ BS it follows that λ = λ ∈ L ∩ L
′ for all argument
lists λ which occur in the formulas of BS. Since the variables of Z are
not occurring among the bound variables in G, since x1, ..., xi ∈ X \ Z
and since the variables in λ1, ..., λi are not occurring among the bound
variables in G, we can i-times apply Lemma (4.7) in order to conclude
that
G
λ1
x1
...
λi
xi
= G
λ1
x1
...
λi
xi
= G
λ1
x1
...
λi
xi
.
But F ′′ = F ′, and F ′′ is a step of [Λ] for all R-formula F of BS for which
p occurs i−ary in the R-conclusion of F . Moreover, the variables of G
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are not involved in BS due to var(G)∩var(BS) = { } and (ZH3), (ZH5).
Thus we can apply Rule (f) on [Λ] and conclude that
[Λ∗] = [Λ ; → p x1, ..., xi G ]
is a proof in [M ;L′].
Thus we have proved the Theorem for Z-homomorphisms.
Often in mathematical arguments we say ”let n be an arbitrary but fixed
integer”. Then we proceed with a proof and come to a certain conclusion
A(n). We can then deduce that A(n) is valid for all integers n, since we
have not used special properties of n. The next Corollaries show that these
argumentations can also be done formally in a mathematical system.
(4.9) Corollary, generalization of new constants in symbol-extensions
Let [M ;L] with M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system with re-
stricted argument lists. We consider a symbol-extensionMA = [S;A;PM ;BM ]
of M with A ⊇ AM .
(a) If the set LA of argument lists in MA is defined by
LA := { λ
c1
x1
...
cm
xm
| λ ∈ L, x1, ..., xm ∈ X, c1, ..., cm ∈ A\AM , m ≥ 0} ,
then [MA;LA] is a mathematical system with restricted argument lists.
(b) Suppose that x1, ..., xm ∈ X are m ≥ 0 distinct variables and that
c1, ..., cm ∈ A \ AM are m distinct new constants. If F is a formula in
[M ;L] such that F c1
x1
... cm
xm
∈ Π(MA;LA), then F ∈ Π(M ;L) as well as
∀ x1...∀ xm F ∈ Π(M ;L).
Proof: (a) Choosing m = 0 we first note that LA ⊇ L is an extension of
L, and hence [MA;LA] to be constructed satisfies (3.15)(i) and (iii). Note
that x c
x
= c ∈ LA for any x ∈ X and all c ∈ A \ AM . It remains to
prove the substitution invariance for LA. Let λ, µ ∈ LA and x ∈ var(λ).
Let d1, ..., dn ∈ A \ AM for n ≥ 0 be a complete list of all new symbols
occurring in λ and µ and let d1, ..., dn be distinct. Choose distinct variables
y1, ..., yn ∈ X which are neither occurring in λ nor in µ . Since d1, ..., dn
occur only as constant symbols in λ and µ, we can replace them by y1, ..., yn
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in order to obtain new lists λ′, µ′ ∈ L due to the properties of L and LA. We
obtain λ′ µ
′
x
∈ L and
λ
µ
x
= λ′
µ′
x
d1
y1
...
dn
yn
∈ LA .
(b) Suppose without loss of generality that x1, ..., xm ∈ free(F ). Let [Λ] be
a proof of F c1
x1
... cm
xm
in [MA;LA] and let d1, ..., dn ∈ A \ AM with n ≥ m be
all distinct new constants occurring in [Λ]. Choose a set Z := {z1, ..., zn} of
n distinct variables, which are neither occurring in [Λ] nor in BS and which
are distinct from var(F ). Due to (a) we can define a Z-homomorphism in
[MA;LA] by replacing for k ≤ n each occurrence of a new constant dk as a
sublist in an argument list λ ∈ LA by the variable zk. It follows from Theorem
(4.8) that [Λ] is a proof in [MA;LA] which has only formulas with argument
lists in L and which contains the step F
zk1
x1
...
zkm
xm
, where zk1, ..., zkm ∈ Z
correspond to the new constants c1, ..., cm, respectively. Therefore it is easy
to check that [Λ] is already a proof in [M ;L] and that F
zk1
x1
...
zkm
xm
∈ Π(M ;L) .
Since zk1 , ..., zkm are distinct, we can subsequently apply Lemma (3.16)(a) and
the Substitution Rule on the last formula in order to conclude that F and
hence ∀ x1...∀ xm F are provable in [M ;L].
(4.10) Corollary, proof by contradiction, second version
Let [M ;L] with M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system with re-
stricted argument lists. We consider a symbol-extensionMA = [S;A;PM ;BM ]
of M with A ⊇ AM . Define [MA;LA] as in Corollary (4.9) and suppose that
(i) c1, ..., cm ∈ A \ AM are m ≥ 0 distinct constants,
(ii) x1, ..., xm ∈ X are m distinct variables,
(iii) F is a formula in [M ;L] ,
(iv) F c1
x1
... cm
xm
is a statement in [MA;LA] ,
(v) [MA(¬F
c1
x1
... cm
xm
);LA] is contradictory .
Then F and the statement ∀ x1...∀ xm F are both provable in [M ;L].
Proof: Due to Corollary (4.4) we know that the statement F c1
x1
... cm
xm
is prov-
able in [MA;LA], and due to Corollary (4.9) we conclude that the formula F
as well as the statement ∀ x1...∀ xm F are provable in [M ;L].
In the following we consider Z-homomorphisms from a mathematical system
M = [S;AM ;BM ;PM ] without restrictions of the argument lists, i.e. formally
we can put for L the set of all AM -lists, to a mathematical systems [M ;L
′]
with restricted argument lists in L′.
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(4.11) Corollary, restriction to special argument lists
We consider a mathematical system M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ].
(a) Let L′ = (AM ∪X)
+ be the set of all non-empty strings with respect to
the alphabet AM ∪X . Suppose that BM has only argument lists in L
′.
Then one can construct a Z-homomorphism · fromM in [M ;L′] erasing
operation terms such that F = F for any formula F with argument lists
in L′.
(b) Let L′ = AM ∪X be the set of all variables and AM -constants. Suppose
that BM has only argument lists in L
′. Then one can construct a Z-
homomorphism · from M in [M ;L′] erasing all argument lists which
are neither a constant nor a variable symbol such that F = F for any
formula F with argument lists in L′.
(c) Let L′ = X be the set of all variables. Suppose that BM has only
argument lists in L′. Then one can construct a Z-homomorphism ·
from M in [M ;L′] erasing all non-variable argument lists such that
F = F for any formula F with argument lists in L′.
Remark: It follows from this Corollary that in [M ;L′] we can prove all
formulas which have only argument lists in L′ and which are provable in the
original mathematical system M without restrictions of the argument lists.
Proof: For all three cases we define a mapping · which assigns to each AM -
list λ an AM -list λ ∈ L
′ such that (ZH1)-(ZH3) are satisfied. The extension
of these mappings to the formulas F ∈ ΦZM due to Definition (4.6) defines
the desired Z-homomorphisms from M in [M ;L′] in all three cases. This is
possible since we take into consideration that Z ∩BS = {} and since BM has
only argument lists in L′.
(a) For any list λ in M we replace all the maximal a-subterms in λ of
the form a(µ), µ is a list in M and a ∈ AM , by a variable δ(a) with
δ(a) ∈ X \ var(BS). Note that δ need not be injective and put Z =
δ(AM). There results a list λ ∈ L
′ without operation terms, and the
corresponding mapping · can be extended to an Z-homomorphism from
M in [M ;L′].
(b) We put Z = {z} for a fixed variable z ∈ X \var(BS) and define for any
list λ in M
λ =


a , λ = a ∈ AM
x , λ = x ∈ X
z , otherwise .
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(c) We put Z = {z} for a fixed variable z ∈ X \var(BS) and define for any
list λ in M
λ =
{
x , λ = x ∈ X
z , otherwise .
Thus we have shown Corollary (4.11).
5 Consistency and incompleteness
Using the Deduction Theorem derived in the last section we have reduced the
question concerning the provability of formulas in an arbitrary mathematical
system M to the case that BM = BS. The first simple result shows that in
these special mathematical systems there cannot appear a contradiction.
(5.1) Proposition
Let M = [S; AM ; PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system with BM = BS. Then
M is not contradictory, i.e. there is no proof [Λ] in M which contains a
formula F as well as its negation ¬F .
Proof:
1.) Let Γ be a finite set of R-formulas, p ∈ PS and i ≥ 0 an integer num-
ber. We say that the pair (p, i) fails in Γ, if there is no i-ary R-conclusion
p λ1, ..., λi in the formulas of Γ. Recall that p λ1, ..., λi = p for i = 0.
2.) An R-formula F ∈ Γ is called spare in Γ, if there is a p ∈ PS and an
integer number i ≥ 0 such that an i-ary prime R-formula p λ1, ..., λi occurs
as an R-subformula in F and such that (p, i) fails in Γ. Let Γ′ ⊆ Γ result
from Γ by cancelling all the formulas F ∈ Γ which are spare in Γ.
3.) Let B
(0)
S result from BS by cancelling all the formulas F ∈ BS for which
there are two i-ary prime R-formulas p λ1, ..., λi and p λ
′
1, ..., λ
′
i with the same
predicate symbol p ∈ PS such that p λ1, ..., λi is the R-conclusion of F and
p λ′1, ..., λ
′
i an R-premise of F . Then we define B
(k+1)
S = B
(k)
S
′
for all integer
numbers k ≥ 0. Since
B
(0)
S ⊇ B
(1)
S ⊇ B
(2)
S ⊇ B
(3)
S ⊇ ...
and since B
(0)
S is finite, there is a minimal index k0 ≥ 0 such that
B
(k0)
S = B
(k0+1)
S = B
(k0+2)
S = B
(k0+3)
S = ... .
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4.) Let Prime (p, i) for (p, i) ∈ PS×N0 be the set of all i-ary prime R-formulas
p λ1, ..., λi and define χ :
⋃
(p,i)∈PS×N0
Prime (p, i)→ {−1,+1} by
χ(p λ1, ..., λi) =
{
+1 , if p occurs i-ary in B
(k0)
S
−1 , otherwise .
Moreover we put χ(∼ λ1, λ2) = 1 for all lists λ1, λ2 and χ(F ) = −1 for all
prime formulas with a predicate symbol p ∈ PM \ PS. Thus χ defines a sign
for all prime formulas in M .
5.) Let F , G be formulas inM for which χ(F ) and χ(G) are already declared.
Then we put for x ∈ X and Q ∈ {∀ , ∃}
(i) χ(¬F ) = −χ(F ) ,
(ii) χ(→ FG) =
{
+1 , if χ(F ) = −1 or χ(G) = 1
−1 , otherwise ,
(iii) χ(↔ FG) =
{
+1 , if χ(F ) = χ(G)
−1 , otherwise ,
(iv) χ(&FG) =
{
+1 , if χ(F ) = χ(G) = 1
−1 , otherwise ,
(v) χ(∨FG) =
{
+1 , if χ(F ) = 1 or χ(G) = 1
−1 , otherwise ,
(vi) χ(QxF ) = χ(F ) .
In this way a sign is defined for all formulas of the mathematical system.
6.) Let F be an R-axiom inBS with the i-ary R-conclusion p λ1, ..., λi. If there
is an R-premise F ′ of F such that χ(F ′) = −1, then we obtain immediately
that χ(F ) = 1. Now we suppose that χ(F ′) = 1 for all R-premises F ′ of
F . If F contains an i-ary R-premise p λ′1, ..., λ
′
i, then we obtain again that
χ(F ) = 1. Otherwise it can be shown by induction with respect to k ≥ 0
that the R-axiom F is contained in all sets B
(k)
S , especially in B
(k0)
S , and thus
χ(p λ1, ..., λi) = 1 since p occurs i-ary in F . Therefore we obtain also in this
case that χ(F ) = 1. Note that χ(F ) = 1 for all F in BS with an equation as
an R-conclusion. Therefore χ(F ) = 1 for all F in BS.
7.) Next we suppose that [Λ] is a proof in M and show that χ(F ) = 1 for all
F ∈ [Λ]. Then it is clear due to χ(¬F ) = −χ(F ) that [Λ] cannot contain a
formula F as well as its negation ¬F . Now we employ induction with respect
to the rules of inference.
The desired statement is true for the empty proof [Λ] = [ ] . Assume that
χ(F ) = 1 for all steps F of a proof [Λ] in M . For any axiom F we obtain
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χ(F ) = 1, which can be seen very easily by using 4.), 5.), 6.) and (3.9)-(3.11).
The induction steps with respect to Rules (b)-(d) are also straightforward.
Thus we will assume that all the conditions for the application of Rule (e)
given there are satisfied in [Λ]. Moreover we assume that χ(p x1, ..., xi) = 1,
because otherwise it is clear that χ(→ p x1, ..., xiG) = 1. It remains to show
χ(G) = 1.
But χ(p x1, ..., xi) = 1 means that p occurs i-ary in B
(k0)
S , and we conclude
due to B
(k0)
S
′
= B
(k0)
S that there is an R-formula H ∈ B
(k0)
S with an i-ary R-
conclusion p λ1, ..., λi . From the definition of B
(0)
S and from B
(0)
S ⊇ B
(k0)
S we
obtain that p does not occur i-ary in the R-premises ofH , and fromH ∈ B
(k0)
S
we obtain that all the R-premises of H have a positive sign. Therefore H ′,
which is a step in [Λ] with χ(H ′) = 1 due to the induction assumption, has
only positive premises and the j-ary conclusion G λ1
x1
...λi
xi
. This is only possible
if
χ(G
λ1
x1
...
λi
xi
) = χ(G) = 1 .
Thus we have proved Proposition (5.1).
As a further result we have shown that all provable formulas F of a mathe-
matical system M with BM = BS satisfie χ(F ) = 1.
In the following we consider the Peano arithmetic PA = [M ′;L] introduced
in example 4 in Section 3. Recall the mathematical system M ′, the set L of
numeral terms and the Induction scheme (IS) defined there. Since the sixth
axiom ∀x ¬ ∼ s(x), 0 of PA has a negative sign, Proposition (5.1) is not
sufficient in order to establish the consistency of PA. In the following we will
look for a more general criterion which guarantees the consistency of PA and
of some other kind of mathematical systems.
Before we proceed with a special Lemma, we first start with a general defi-
nition for a mathematical system M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] and for a fixed pred-
icate symbol p ∈ PM .
Let F be any formula inM and x1,...,xn with n ≥ 0 the uniquely determined
sequence of the distinct free variables in the formula F , ordered according
to their first occurrence in F . We define Γp(F ) = → p x1 ... → p xn for
the block of p-premises with respect to all free variables occurring in F . For
n = 0 the string Γp(F ) is defined to be empty.
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(5.2) Lemma concerning relative quantification
We consider the mathematical system PA and define a second mathematical
system PAN0 which results from PA by the following changes: We adjoin
the single predicate symbol N0 to the empty set PPA of predicate symbols of
PA. The basis axioms of PAN0 consists exactly on the two formulas N0 0 and
→ N0 xN0 s(x) with x ∈ X and on all formulas ΓN0(F ) ΨN0(F ), where F
is any basis axiom of PA. Here ΨN0 is the following recursively defined map
from the set of all PA-formulas to the set of formulas in PAN0 :
(a) ΨN0(F ) = F , F prime formula in PA ,
(b) ΨN0(¬F ) = ¬ ΨN0(F ) , F PA-formula ,
(c) ΨN0(JFG) = J ΨN0(F )ΨN0(G) , F , G PA-formulas ,
(d) ΨN0(∀xF ) = ∀x → N0 xΨN0(F ) , F PA-formula ,
(e) ΨN0(∃xF ) = ∃x & N0 xΨN0(F ) , F PA-formula .
In (c) the symbol J is a member of the set {→;↔; &;∨} and in (d), (e) let
x ∈ X . For the system PAN0 we will again require the restriction to the set
L of numeral argument lists. Our statements are as follows
(i) Let λ be any numeral term. Then ΓN0(N0 λ)N0 λ is provable in PAN0 .
(ii) Let F be any PA-formula, x ∈ X and λ a numeral term. Then
CF(F ;λ; x) is true if and only if CF(ΨN0(F );λ; x) is true, and in this
case there holds ΨN0(F
λ
x
) = ΨN0(F )
λ
x
.
(iii) ΓN0(F ) ΨN0(F ) ∈ Π(PAN0) for all provable PA-formulas F .
Proof: The restriction concerning the numeral terms for the formulas of PA
and for the use of the rules of inference in PA is essential here.
For (i) one has to show first that
→ N0 x → N0 y N0 + (xy) , → N0 x → N0 y N0 ∗ (xy)
are both provable in PAN0, using the formal induction principle for PAN0.
From these formulas and the PAN0-axioms N0 0 and → N0 xN0 s(x) we can
derive that ΓN0(N0 λ)N0 λ is provable in PAN0 .
For the proof of (ii) we employ induction with respect to the formula F .
For the proof of (iii) we employ induction with respect to the rules of infer-
ence in PA, using (i) and (ii).
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(5.3) Reduction of the consistency problem for PA
Let us define the mathematical system M = [S;AM ;BM ;PM ] as follows:
We choose AM = AS = [ 0; s ; + ; ∗ ], PM = PS = [N0 ] and BM = BS, where
the basis R-axioms BS of the underlying recursive system S are given by
(1) N0 0
(2) → N0 x N0 s(x)
(3) → N0 x ∼ +(0x), x
(4) → N0 x → N0 y ∼ +(s(x)y), s(+(xy))
(5) → N0 x ∼ ∗(0x), 0
(6) → N0 x → N0 y ∼ ∗(s(x)y),+(∗(xy)y)
(7) → N0 x → N0 y → ∼ s(x), s(y) ∼ x, y .
To the mathematical system M we adjoin the single statement
(∗) ∀x → N0 x ¬ ∼ s(x), 0
in order to define the mathematical system MPA = [M((∗));L] with argu-
ment lists restricted to the numerals L , where the basis axiom (∗) again has
a negative sign.
For all MPA formulas F the following expression is provable in MPA
→ ∀ x → N0 x & F
0
x
→ F F
s(x)
x
∀ x → N0 x F ,
which states the Induction Principle for MPA. It can be shown by using
the Induction Rule (e) in MPA. Therefore MPA is at least as strong as the
”N0-relative” Peano arithmetic PAN0 .
Next we define an extended recursive system S∗ = [AS;P
∗
S ;B
∗
S] with the
predicate symbols P ∗S = [N0 ; Contra] by adding the new basis R-axiom
(8) → N0 x → ∼ s(x), 0 Contra
to the basis R-axioms (1)-(7) of the recursive system S. The list of basis R-
axioms (1)-(8) constitutes the list B∗S. There results a second mathematical
system M∗ = [S∗;AS;P
∗
S ;B
∗
S] with Π(M ;L) ⊆ Π(M
∗;L).
Now we assume that PA is contradictory. Then ∃x ∼ s(x), 0 is provable in
PA, and due to Lemma (5.2) we conclude that ∃x&N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 is provable
in PAN0 . But then the latter statement which contradicts the statement (∗)
is also provable in MPA. We conclude that in this case MPA is contradictory
like PA.
We show as a further consequence of this assumption that the 0-ary predicate
Contra is provable in [M∗;L]. In order to see that this is true we first check
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that the formula
→ ∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 Contra (5.1)
is a consequence of axiom (8) and the predicate calculus in [M∗;L]. MPA
is equivalent to [M(¬∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0);L] and contradictory due to our
assumption. Therefore we can apply Corollary (4.4) in order to conclude
that ∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 is provable in [M ;L]. But every proof in [M ;L] is
also a proof in [M∗;L], and thus we finally obtain that Contra is provable
in [M∗;L], despite the fact that Contra is not R-derivable in [S∗;L].
Remark:
Within [M∗;L] we can also apply the Induction Rule (e) on (8) for the formula
G = ∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 in order to conclude that the following formula is
provable in [M∗;L]:
→ Contra ∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 . (5.2)
Combining the formulas (5.1) and (5.2) we conclude that
↔ Contra ∃x &N0 x ∼ s(x), 0 (5.3)
is provable in [M∗;L], but this is not needed in the following.
We conclude that the consistency of PA and some other formal mathematical
systems of interest is a consequence of the more general
(5.4) Conjecture
Let M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] be a mathematical system with an underlying
recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] such that AM = AS, PM = PS, BM = BS.
Suppose that [M ;L] is a mathematical system with restricted argument lists
in L . Let p ∈ PS and λ1, ..., λi ∈ L for i ≥ 0 be elementary AS-lists. Then
p λ1, ..., λi ∈ Π(M ;L) if and only if p λ1, ..., λi ∈ ΠR(S;L) .
Remark:
The acceptance of (5.4) is merely a verification that the axioms and the
rules of inference (a)-(e) correspond to correct methods of deduction. Hav-
ing Go¨del’s Second Incompleteness Theorem in mind, any proof of (5.4) must
provide methods of deduction which are more far reaching then those used
for example in PA.
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(5.5) Axiomatized mathematical systems
Now we consider mathematical systems M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] with the infi-
nite denumerable alphabets
(a) AM = [a1 ; a2 ; a3 ; ... ] of constants or operation symbols and
(b) PM = [p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; ... ] of predicate symbols.
The underlying recursive system S = [AS;PS;BS] may have the alphabets
AS = [a1 ; a2 ; ... ak ] and PS = [p1 ; p2 ; ...pl ], which are finite parts of AM
and PM , respectively. Next we define the alphabet
A17 := [ a ; v ; p ; ✷ ;
′ ; ∗ ; ∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ; ¬ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨ ; ∀ ; ∃ ]
in order to encode the formulas F of M as follows
(c) The symbols of AM in F are replaced by a
′ ; a′′ ; a′′′ ; ..., respectively.
(d) The symbols of PM in F are replaced by p
′ ; p′′ ; p′′′ ; ..., respectively.
(e) The variables of X in F are replaced by v′ ; v′′ ; v′′′ ; ..., respectively.
(f) The symbols of E = [∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ;¬ ;↔ ; & ; ∨ ; ∀ ; ∃ ] in F are
replaced by ∼ ; ( ; ) ; , ; → ; ¬ ; ↔ ; & ; ∨ ; ∀ ; ∃ , respectively.
Let A+17 be the set of all finite strings with respect to the alphabet A17. Then
to every list λ and to every formula F in M there corresponds exactly one
string λ˜ ∈ A+17 and F˜ ∈ A
+
17 respectively, and therefore we need only the finite
alphabet A17 of symbols in order to encode all formulas of the mathematical
system M , where we will suppose that the first 17 symbols of AM in (a) form
the alphabet A17, i.e. a1 = a, a2 = v, ... , a17 = ∃ .
Recall that the notation for F˜ is consistent with the corresponding notation
introduced in (2.1) for the encoding of the R-formulas F in a recursive system.
M is called axiomatized, if the set B˜M = { F˜ |F ∈ BM } ⊆ A
+
17 is recursively
enumerable in the sense of definition (1.12)(a). The usual requirement that
B˜M is decidable leads to a decision procedure for the formal proofs ofM , but
will not be needed in the following.
If in addition [M ;L] is a mathematical system with argument lists restricted
to a set L such that L˜ = { λ˜ | λ ∈ L} ⊆ A+17 is recursively enumerable in the
sense of definition (1.12)(a), then [M ;L] is called an axiomatized mathemat-
ical system with restricted argument lists.
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Using these definitions, we obtain the following version of Go¨del’s First In-
completeness Theorem, which is closely related to Theorem (2.6).
(5.6) Theorem
Let [M ;L] be an axiomatized mathematical system with restricted argument
lists, where M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] is defined as above. Recall that the set
L˜ = { λ˜ | λ ∈ L} ⊆ A+17 is recursively enumerable.
(i) Π˜(M ;L) := { F˜ |F ∈ Π(M ;L) } ⊆ A+17 is recursively enumerable.
(ii) We suppose that the first 11 symbols of the alphabet AM coincide with
the alphabet A11 and that L ⊃ A
+
11. Suppose that there is a formula
G of [M ;L] with free(G) = { x } such that G λ
x
is provable in [M ;L]
for each 1-ary S11-theorem λ ∈ A
+
11 and such that G
λ
x
is not provable
in [M ;L] for each 1-ary S11-statement λ ∈ A
+
11 which is not an S11-
theorem.
Then there is a 1-ary S11-statement λ ∈ A
+
11 such that neither the
statement G λ
x
nor its negation ¬G λ
x
are provable in [M ;L].
Proof:
(i) is merely a consequence of the facts that the A17-encoding of the axioms
of [M ;L] leads to a recursively enumerable subset of A+17 and that the rules
of inference are constructive. Therefore we can represent all the relations
needed for the definition of a formal proof and a provable formula given in
Section 3 in a recursive system which uses the alphabet A17, extending the
strategy in Section 2 for the construction of S11.
(ii) We construct a recursive system S˜ = [A17;PS˜;BS˜] which depend on
[M ;L] and G and has the following properties:
(1) S˜ is a conservative extension of the universal recursive system S11, i.e.
all axioms in BS˜ \BS have only conclusions of the form p λ1, ..., λn with
p ∈ PS˜ \ PS and A17-lists λ1, ..., λn, n ≥ 0.
(2) There is a predicate symbol B
(1)
s ∈ PS˜ such that
→ RBasis x → Ps y, w → ELz, u B
(1)
s xyz
is the only basis R-axiom of S˜ which contains this predicate symbol in
its R-conclusion, where x, y, w, z, u ∈ X .
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(3) Due to (i) there is a predicate symbol ΠM ;L ∈ PS˜ such that ΠM ;L λ
is R-derivable in S˜ if and only if λ represents a provable formula in
[M ;L].
(4) There is a predicate symbol SbF ∈ PS˜ such that SbF α, β, γ, δ is R-
derivable in S˜ if and only if α represents a formula F in [M ;L], β a list
λ ∈ L, γ a variable x ∈ X and δ the formula F λ
x
.
(5) There is a predicate symbol G11 ∈ PS˜ such that the only basis R-axioms
of S˜ which contain this predicate symbol in its R-conclusions are given
by the axioms (1)-(12) in the proof of Theorem (2.6).
(6) There is a predicate symbol P− ∈ PS˜ such that
→ B
(1)
s y → G11 y, s → ΠM ;L z → SbF ¬ G˜, s, x˜, z P
− y
is the only basis R-axiom of S˜ which contains this predicate symbol
in its R-conclusion, where y, s, z ∈ X . Here G˜ ∈ A+17 represents the
formula G and x˜ ∈ A+17 the only free variable x of G. P
− λ is R-
derivable in S˜ if and only if λ is a 1-ary S11-statement for which ¬G
λ
x
is provable in [M ;L].
The set of all 1-ary S11-statements λ ∈ A
+
11 for which P
− λ is R-derivable in
S˜ may also be denoted by P−. This will not lead to confusions. Due to our
assumptions we first obtain that [M ;L] is consistent. Therefore P− λ is not
R-derivable in S˜ whenever λ is a 1-ary S11-theorem, and P
− ⊆ Ω
(1)
s . But due
to Theorem (2.6) the set Ω
(1)
s is not recursively enumerable, in contrast to
P−. We conclude that there is a 1-ary S11-statement λ ∈ Ω
(1)
s \P
− for which
neither G λ
x
∈ Π(M ;L) nor ¬G λ
x
∈ Π(M ;L).
Next we show that it is possible to construct a recursive system Σ∗ with a
2-ary universal provability predicate Πλ, µ, where λ represents an axioma-
tized mathematical system [M ;L] in the sense of definition (5.5) and µ = F˜
the A17-encoding of any formula F provable in [M ;L]. This construction of
Π satisfies Lo¨b’s representation properties and enables the construction of
Go¨del’s self referential statement. Therefore the validity of Go¨del’s Second
Incompleteness Theorem is guaranteed for all axiomatized mathematical sys-
tems which are able to simulate R-derivations in Σ∗. Next we prepare the
construction of Σ∗, where we make free use of Church’s thesis, which may be
eliminated here by giving an explicit but very long list of basis R-axioms.
(1) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate RB2 ⊆ [a]
+ × A+17 which assigns to
each λ1 = a
n, n ≥ 1, exactly one R-basis string µ such that RB2 λ1, µ.
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Moreover, for every R-basis string µ one can find at least one λ1 = a
n
such that RB2 λ1, µ. Let RB2(λ1) be the recursive system determined
by the R-basis string µ with RB2 λ1, µ.
(2) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate L2 ⊆ [a]
+×A+17 such that for each fixed
λ2 ∈ [a]
+ there is a set L of AM -lists satisfying (3.15) with L˜ = {µ ∈
A+17 |L2 λ2, µ}. Here AM is given by (5.5)(a). Finally, every r.e. set
L˜ satisfying (3.15) is generated in this way by L2 and an appropriate
parameter λ2 ∈ [a]
+. Let L2(λ2) be this set of restricted AM -argument
lists determined by L2 and the parameter λ2 ∈ [a]
+ .
(3) There is a 3-ary r.e. predicate L3 ⊆ ([a]
+)2 × A+17 such that for each
fixed λ1, λ2 ∈ [a]
+ there is a set L of AM -lists with
L˜ = {µ ∈ A+17 |L3 λ1, λ2, µ} ,
where L is the smallest possible set which satisfies (3.15) and contains
the set L2(λ2) and theAS-lists, where AS is the alphabet of the recursive
system RB2(λ1). Let L3(λ1, λ2) be this set of restricted AM -argument
lists determined by L3 and the parameters λ1, λ2 ∈ [a]
+.
(4) There is a 4-ary r.e. predicate ML4 ⊆ ([a]
+)3 ×A+17 such that for each
fixed λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ [a]
+ there is an axiomatized mathematical system
M = [S;AM ;PM ;BM ] defined in (5.5) with argument lists restricted to
L = L3(λ1, λ2) such that S = RB2(λ1) and
B˜M = {µ ∈ A
+
17 |ML4 λ1, λ2, λ3, µ} .
Moreover, every axiomatized mathematical system [M ;L], where L
contains all AS-lists of the recursive system underlying M , is gener-
ated in this way by ML4 and appropriate parameters λ1, λ2, λ3 ∈ [a]
+.
(5) There is a 4-ary r.e. predicate N4 ⊆ ([a]
+)4 which coincides with a
bijective function N4 : ([a]
+)3 → [a]+ such that there holds for all
λ1, λ2, λ3, λ ∈ [a]
+
N4(λ1, λ2, λ3) = λ⇔ N4 λ1, λ2, λ3, λ .
Since N4 is a bijective, recursive function, there are uniquely determined
recursive functions N−14,i : [a]
+ → [a]+ for i = 1, 2, 3 such that λi = N
−1
4,i (λ)
and N4(λ1, λ2, λ3) = λ for all λ ∈ [a]
+.
We conclude that any parameter λ ∈ [a]+ determines a mathematical sys-
tem [M ;L] due to the r.e. relations RB2, L2, L3,ML4, N4 described in (1)-
(5), where S = RB2(N
−1
4,1 (λ)) is the recursive system underlying M . In the
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following we will simply express this fact by saying that the mathematical
system [M ;L] is determined by a so called basis number λ ∈ [a]+. Note that
in turn λ must not be unique.
(6) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate G17 ⊆ (A
+
17)
2 such that G17 λ, µ holds if
and only if µ = λ˜ due to (5.5) for λ, µ ∈ A+17.
(7) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate Form ⊆ [a]+×A+17 such that Formλ, µ
holds if and only if i) the basis number λ determines the mathematical
system [M ;L] and ii) µ = F˜ represents a formula F in [M ;L].
(8) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate Π ⊆ [a]+ ×A+17 such that Πλ, µ holds if
and only if i) the basis number λ determines the mathematical system
[M ;L] and ii) µ = F˜ represents a formula F ∈ Π(M ;L).
This property implies that Π satisfies the so called first Lo¨b condition
which states that whenever a formula F is provable in an axiomatized
mathematical system [M ;L] determined by a basis number λ, then
there must hold Πλ, F˜ .
(9) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate ΠRBasis2 ⊆ [a]
+ × A+17 such that
ΠRBasis2 λ, µ if and only if
i) λ is the basis number of a mathematical system [M ;L] with an
underlying recursive system S = RB2(N
−1
4,1 (λ)) = [AS;PS;BS],
ii) µ is the basis string of a recursive system Σ = [AΣ;PΣ;BΣ],
iii) there holds AΣ ⊆ AS and
iv) all basis R-axioms in BΣ are provable in the mathematical system
[M ;L] described by the basis number λ.
These conditions enable the simulation of the recursive system Σ within
the mathematical system [M ;L], even if Σ is not the underlying recur-
sive system S of [M ;L].
(10) There is a 3-ary r.e. predicateDiag ⊆ [a]+×(A+17)
2 such thatDiag λ, µ, ν
if and only if
i) µ = F˜ represents a formula F with exactly one free variable u ∈ X
in the mathematical system [M ;L] given by the basis number λ,
ii) µ ∈ L and iii) ν represents the formula F µ
u
= F F˜
u
.
(11) There is a 2-ary r.e. predicate R ⊆ [a]+ × A+17 such that Rλ, µ if and
only if there is a string ν ∈ A+17 with i) Diag λ, µ, ν and ii) Πλ, ¬ ν .
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Consider now a recursive system Σ = [AΣ;PΣ;BΣ] which represents the r.e.
predicates in (1)-(11). For simplicity we will suppose that there is no equation
involved in BΣ. We can also choose the basis R-axioms of Σ in such a way
that the predicates represented in Σ will not change if the alphabet AΣ will
be enlarged by using appropriate relatives representing AΣ-lists.
We will suppose that the names of the r.e. predicates in (1)-(11) represented
in Σ are given by the corresponding predicates symbols in PΣ and that these
symbols coincide with corresponding predicate symbols in (5.5)(b).
Let Σ˜ be the R-basis string corresponding to Σ and Π˜ the encoding of the
predicate symbol Π according to (5.5). Now we extend Σ to a new recursive
system Σ∗ = [AΣ;PΣ;BΣ∗ ] by appending the following four basis R-axioms
to the list BΣ, which are written down in column form
(2nd and 3rd Lo¨b condition) → Formx, y
→ Formx, z
→ Π x, → yz
→ Π x, y
Π x, z ,
→ ΠRBasis2 x, Σ˜
→ G17 x, s
→ G17 y, t
→ Π x, y
Π x, Π˜ s , t .
(two R-axioms for a self- → Diag x, y, z
referential statement) → Π x, ¬ z
Rx, y ,
→ Diag x, y, z
→ Rx, y
Π x, ¬ z .
Here x, y, s, t ∈ X denote distinct variables. The added R-axioms above are
in accordance with the meaning of the r.e. predicates described in (1)-(11),
and therefore the recursive systems Σ and Σ∗ represent exactly the same
predicates. Now we are able to state and prove
(5.7) Theorem, due to Go¨del’s Second Incompleteness Theorem
(a) Suppose that λ ∈ [a]+, µ ∈ A+17 and consider the recursive system Σ∗.
Then there holds Πλ, µ ∈ ΠR(Σ∗) if and only if there is a formula F
in the mathematical system [M ;L] determined by the basis number λ
such that µ = F˜ and F ∈ Π(M ;L).
(b) Suppose that λ ∈ [a]+ satisfies the condition ΠRBasis2 λ, Σ˜∗ and deter-
mines its axiomatized mathematical system [M ;L]. Then the condition
ΠRBasis2 λ, Σ˜ is also satisfied, and [M ;L] is able to simulate the R-
derivations in Σ and Σ∗. Let F0 be any refutable statement in [M ;L],
for example the statemant F0 = ¬∀ x ∼ x, x, where x = x1 ∈ X .
Define the formula
C = ¬Πλ, F˜0 = ¬Πλ, ¬ ∀ v
′∼ v′ , v′ .
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Then the formula
→ C ¬Πλ, C˜
is provable in [M ;L]. Moreover, if C ∈ Π(M ;L), then [M ;L] is con-
tradictory.
(c) Let Λ− be the set of all basis numbers λ such that the corresponding
mathematical system [M ;L] is contradictory, and Λ+ = [a]+ \ Λ− the
set of all basis numbers which describes the consistent mathematical
systems. Then Λ− is recursively enumerable, but not Λ+.
Remarks:
• Part (a) states that the recursive systems Σ and Σ∗ both represent the
same 2-ary predicate Π described in (8).
• If the mathematical system [M ;L] in part (b) also represents the predi-
cate Π in (8), then C states that [M ;L] is free from contradictions, but
in this case we cannot prove in [M ;L] the formula C expressing the
consistency of this mathematical system.
• The presentation and proof of this Theorem are completely independent
on Theorem (5.6) and Theorem (2.6).
Proof:
(a) This is clear since we have already noted that the recursive systems Σ
and Σ∗ represent the same predicates.
(b) Since Σ∗ is an extension of Σ, we first note that λ ∈ [a]
+ satisfies
ΠRBasis2 λ, Σ˜, and therefore the mathematical system [M ;L] deter-
mined by λ is able to simulate Σ as well as Σ∗ in the sense that any
R-derivation in these systems is also a proof in [M ;L]. This will be
used in the sequel, where λ and [M ;L] are fixed.
First we define the function g17, which assigns to each formula F of
an axiomatized mathematical system described in (5.5) the A17-string
F˜ = g17(F ). Recall that the alphabet AM in (5.5)(a) starts with A17.
We will also make use of the following fact:
Let F1,...,Fn for n ≥ 2 formulas in [M ;L] and assume that
→ F1 ...→ Fn−1 Fn is provable in [M ;L]. Then
1) → Πλ, F˜1 ...→ Πλ, F˜n−1 Πλ, F˜n ∈ Π(M ;L) .
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It is sufficient to prove this for n = 2. From → F1 F2 ∈ Π(M ;L) we
obtain that Πλ, g17(→ F1 F2) is R-derivable in Σ∗ and hence prova-
ble in [M ;L]. The same holds for the R-formulas Formλ, g17(F1),
Formλ, g17(F2), and therefore we can infer our statement from the
second Lo¨b condition.
Next we introduce the abbreviation
2) Ω := Rλ, g17(Rλ, y)
and put x = λ, y = g17(Rλ, y) and z = g17(Rλ, g17(Rλ, y)) = g17(Ω)
in the last two R-axioms of Σ∗ to conclude
3) ↔ Ω Πλ, g17(¬Ω) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Therefore we obtain from 1)
4) → Πλ, g17(Πλ, g17(¬Ω)) Πλ, g17(Ω) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
We can also apply the third Lo¨b condition to infer
5) → Πλ, g17(¬Ω) Πλ, g17(Πλ, g17(¬Ω)) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Using 3), 4) and 5) we conclude
6) → Ω Πλ, g17(Ω) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Since → Ω → ¬Ω F0 with the refutable formula F0 is an axiom of
the propositional calculus, we obtain from 1) with F1 = Ω, F2 = ¬Ω,
F3 = F0 that
7) → Πλ, g17(Ω)→ Πλ, g17(¬Ω) Πλ, g17(F0) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
The propositional calculus yields, if applied on 3), 6) and 7)
8) → Ω Πλ, g17(F0) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Since → F0 ¬Ω is provable in [M ;L], we obtain from 1) with F1 = F0,
F2 = ¬Ω and 3) that
9) → Πλ, g17(F0) Ω ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Using C = ¬Πλ, F˜0, we may rewrite 8) as
10) → C ¬Ω ∈ Π(M ;L) ,
and applying 1) on 10) with F1 = C, F2 = ¬Ω regarding 3) leads to
11) → Πλ, g17(C) Ω ∈ Π(M ;L) .
From 10) and 11) we finally obtain the desired result
12) → C ¬Πλ, g17(C) ∈ Π(M ;L) .
Assume that C ∈ Π(M ;L). Then Πλ, g17(C) ∈ Π(M ;L) and 12) would
cause a contradiction in [M ;L].
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(c) That Λ− is r.e. can be seen by adding the R-axiom
→ Π x, F˜0 Λ
− x
with a refutable formula F0 and the new predicate symbol Λ
− to Σ.
Assume now that Λ+ is also r.e., and let S = [AS;PS;BS] be any
recursive system which represents Λ+ and Π and extends Σ∗ without
using equations such that AS ⊇ AΣ = AΣ∗ , PS ⊇ PΣ∗ and BS ⊇ BΣ∗ .
Recall that we have chosen the basis R-axioms of Σ and Σ∗ in such a
way that the predicates represented in these systems will be unchanged
by extending the set of symbols AΣ to AS.
Consider the mathematical system M0 = [S0;AS;PS;BS] with
S0 = [AS; [ ]; [ ] ], and adjoin the single axiom
A = ∀x → Λ+ x→ ΠRBasis2 x, Σ˜∗ ¬Π x, F˜0
to obtain the new system M0(A). Note that we have supressed the use
of the Induction Rule (e) in M0 and M0(A), since S0 has no predicate
symbols and no R-axioms.
Now we assume that M0(A) is free from contradictions. Due to the
construction we can find a basis number λ0 generating M0(A) such
that Λ+ λ0 and ΠRBasis2 λ0, Σ˜∗ are both satisfied. Therefore we can
infer from A that ¬Πλ0, F˜0 ∈ Π(M0(A)), which contradicts the part
(b) of this Theorem. We conclude that M0(A) is contradictory, and
due to the Deduction Theorem the formula
∃x& Λ+ x & ΠRBasis2 x, Σ˜∗ Π x, F˜0
is provable in M0. Since the basis axioms of M0 consist only on quan-
tifier free positive horn formulas, we obtain with a slight modification
of Herbrand’s Theorem adapted for use of argument lists that Λ+ µ0
and Πµ0, F˜0 are both R-derivable in Σ∗ for some appropriate µ0 ∈ [a]
+,
which is again a contradiction. We conclude that Λ+ is not r.e.
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6 Outlook
We have obtained a unified treatment for the generation of languages in
recursive systems closely related to formal grammars and for the predicate
calculus in combination with a constructive induction principle. Thus we
hope that this paper may lead to a discussion and further development of
the methods for applications in computer science and linguistics.
Complexity results like Theorem (2.10) for certain recursive systems and
the characterization of special recursive predicates, for example by using
formal grammars, require an own study which may be of interest in computer
science.
Special topics of linguistics include the study of a language by using formal
grammars and languages, see Chomsky [3], Haegeman & Gueron [14], Meyer
[21] and Montague [24], [25]. The use of recursive systems may lead to an
alternative approach.
A further study is necessary to investigate additional interesting examples of
formal mathematical systems which are consistent as a consequence of Con-
jecture (5.4) and to look for a constructive proof of this conjecture. Such a
study will be related to results given by Gentzen in [9], [10] for the consistency
of PA. But it may also lead to some kind of generalized Herbrand Theorem
in the mathematical systems which are using the Induction Rule. This gen-
eralized Herbrand Theorem should characterize the formulas derivable in a
mathematical system [M ;L] satisfying the assumptions of Conjecture (5.4),
at least under additional restrictions, for example for a restricted use of the
Induction Rule (e). A study of the classical characterization problem due to
Herbrand can be found in the textbooks of Shoenfield [31] and in Heijenoort’s
collection of original papers [16].
Kirby & Paris [19], Paris [26] and Paris & Harrington [27] have presented ex-
amples for simple combinatorial statements which are true but not provable
in PA. These statements do not rely on the encodings of the logical syntax
used by Go¨del in [11] and [12] for the construction of his famous undecid-
able formulas, see also Simpson [34], [33] and Simpson & Schu¨tte [30]. The
construction of interesting undecidable combinatorial statements for certain
mathematical systems besides PA which are consistent due to Conjecture
(5.4) may also be a future task.
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